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Twelve civilians killed in Manila 
MANILA (AP) - Marines fired M-16 
assault rifles into a crowd of peasants 
and leftists demanding land reform 
yesterday, lulling 12 and wounding 94 in 
the bloodiest street clash of Corazon 
Aquino's presidency. 
There will be those who seek to 
exploit this tragic incident to derail our 
efforts to bring democracy," Aquino 
said in an address broadcast nation- 
wide after the slayings. 
Also yesterday, her peace initiative 
toward Communist rebels all but col- 
lapsed as Communist and government 
negotiators suspended talks indefi- 
nitely because of death threats. 
An estimated 10,000 people organized 
by the leftist Movement of Philippine 
Farmers marched from the downtown 
post office toward the presidential ^pal- 
ace to demand that farm plots be given 
to the landless. 
About 500 national police and ma- 
rines lined up eight deep waiting for 
them at the MendTola Bridge 300 yards 
from Malacanang Palace's main gate. 
The bridge was the site of several 
bloody civilian-military confrontations 
during the 20-year rule of ex-President 
Ferdinand Marcos. 
AS THE FRONT ranks of marchers 
approached police lines, they began 
cnanting "Come and join! Don't be 
afraid!" Marchers linked arms across 
Recto Street and began pushing 
against the front line of brown-uni- 
formed troops of the Integrated Na- 
tional Police deployed in front of the 
bridge. 
The police, behind long plastic 
shields, shoved the marchers back a 
few steps. But the protesters then 
surged forward. The police fell back 
about 10 yards. Stones flew from 
among the marchers. 
Suddenly, marines in full battle dress 
deployed behind the police opened fire 
with M-16s, first into the air for about 
two minutes, then into the panicked 
crowd for three more minutes. The 
firing continued while people ran into 
the street to drag the dead and 
wounded out of the firing line. 
When the firing ceased, four ieep 
loads of police raced forward, scatter- 
ing the remaining demonstrators with 
volleys of tear gas. 
Before the clash, Jaime Tedeo. the 
leader of the Movement of Philippine 
Farmers, exhorted the marchers to 
challange the forces guarding the pal- 
ace. 
Denouncing what he and other leftist 
and peasant leaders have called slow 
and inefficient implementation of land 
reform, he told a rally before the 
march: "Charge to Malacanang! Let's 
break down the barricades!" 
SEVERAL YOUNG men among the 
marchers tore iron bars from a gate, 
and others carried wooden clubs with 
protruding nails. 
Panel examines 
proposals for 
new registration 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
A committee created to study 
possible on-line registration sys- 
tems for the University has de- 
veloped three basic proposals 
for consideration by the Univer- 
sity community. 
The goal of the committee, 
composed of faculty, adminis- 
trators and students, is to de- 
velop a list of features the new 
system must include and func- 
tions it must perform. 
The two biggest problems it 
hopes to resolve are long lines at 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom for 
drop/add and students not being 
able to obtain the classes they 
need, according to Ronald Lan- 
caster, associate professor of 
computer science and a member 
of the committee. 
Lancaster said the three pro- 
posals developed by the commit- 
tee have come to be called 
Proposal A, Proposal B and Pro- 
posal C. 
In each plan, the basic concept 
is that students would register 
for their classes using either a 
touch-tone telephone or com- 
puter terminals located through- 
out campus. 
The options also call for drop- 
/add to be handled completely 
through the phone or computer 
system, eliminating the lines in 
tne University Union. 
He said he hopes to see the on- 
line registration system used for 
drop/add within the next two 
Sears, and used for all registra- 
on two semesters later. 
In Proposal A, students would 
choose the classes and sections 
they want to take and then call 
or go to the computer and re- 
quest them. The students would 
be given an immediate response 
to their requests, either confirm- 
ing placement in the section or 
telling them to request another 
section because they have cho- 
sen one that is already full. 
Lancaster said the advantage 
of this system is that students 
who request a full section would 
not be placed into the next open 
section of a course like the cur- 
rent batch registration system 
does. 
This can result in students 
being assigned to classes they 
cannot take due to other 
' See Systems, page 3. 
A 'glass* act 
After heating glass in an oven, Craig Schnuth, senior painting 
and  glassblowing  major, turns the  hot glass with a rod  while 
BG News'Rob Upton 
shaping it with tongs into a bowl. Schnuth is a member of an 
advanced glassworking class held at the Art Annex. 
Insurance plan opposed 
But mandatory coverage would help students, director says 
by Kay Fisher- 
staff reporter 
A mandatory health insurance requirement that 
was proposed to University students, and turned 
down by the Graduate Student Senate in Decem- 
ber, would have been a great benefit for students, 
said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of student health 
services. 
The mandatory health Insurance proposal 
would have required University students without 
an already valid Insurance plan to buy the one 
being offered. 
"But this year, we will not have mandatory 
health insurance," said Mary Edmonds, vice 
president of student affairs. The proposal was 
recommended to both the GSS and Undergraduate 
Student Government by Kaplan and Edmonds. 
GSS members decided that they did not want the 
mandatory requirement. 
"We voted against the measure, after all rele- 
vant sides of the issue were discussed," said 
Loring Crepeau, vice president and chairman of 
welfare for GSS. 
In a letter that was published in The News last 
semester, Crepeau said that health insurance 
should already be provided for graduate students 
because of the services that graduates provide for 
the University, such as teaching and research 
assistant positions. 
GSS's dissenting vote was made for several 
reasons, including freedom of choice. Senate 
members felt that the policy should be optional. 
Although USG also was confronted with the 
proposal, it did not make any resolution on the 
issue. According to Kaplan, the proposal was 
raised last year. It is a plan that is similar to the 
one that applies to most faculty and staff mem- 
bers at the University. 
"I think that first of all, it was a mistake that the 
students did not want to accept the plan," Kaplan 
said. "Taken as a group, it would have been in the 
best interest for all BGSU students." 
Kaplan said the proposal was attractive and it 
would have been the envy of many other Ohio 
colleges. 
"The insurance would have been a benefit in 
several ways." Kaplan said. "I do understand that 
some individuals would have been worse off 
financially, but they still would have gotten some- 
thing in return. A peace of mind or relief of 
anxiety could be obtained, knowing that if medical 
or health attention was needed, there would be no 
problem." 
Kaplan also said students who are willing to 
take the chance of not having insurance may 
eventually have to pay more than they ever 
realized, and it could turn Into a financial disaster. 
a See Health, page 4. 
Assertiveness taught 
by Maria Kromer 
staff reporter 
Many experts agree that as- 
sertiveness isn't simply an op- 
tional quality that helps people 
get ahead in life. It's a necessity. 
That fact seems to be the 
reason for the rapid increase in 
enrollment in a university 
course which emphasizes asser- 
tiveness. 
Enrollment in Interpersonal 
and Public Communication 406 
has increased from 20 students 
when it was first offered five 
years ago, to more than 300 this 
spring. 
The class, appropriately titled 
"Assertiveness," was developed 
and is taught by Raymond 
Tucker, professor and chairman 
of the department of IPCO. 
"People have to step on toes 
all the time; that's what life is 
all about," Tucker said. 
Assertiveness has always 
been an issue in any field of 
work, and everyone must assert 
themselves in order to be suc- 
cessful and professional, 
according to Rex Filer, career 
counselor at the Counseling and 
Career Development Center. 
"People have to step on toes all the time; 
that's what life is all about." 
— Raymond Tucker 
Women must assert them- 
selves just as much as men, 
which may explain the large 
proportion of women in the 
class, Filer said. 
Enrollment in IPCO 406 has 
increased each semester, and 
more than 25 students were den- 
ied entrance into this semester's 
class because of lack of seating, 
Tucker said. 
The class, which originally 
met in Gish Theater, had to be 
moved to 121 West Hall to safely 
accommodate the large number 
of students. 
Linda Madison, a senior mar- 
keting major, said she at- 
tempted, unsuccessfully, to get 
into the class for two years, until 
this spring. 
She said she heard only good 
things about the class, and so far 
she has not been let down. 
"It's not only entertaining, but 
I've learned a lot already. I can 
tell it's going to be one of the 
better classes I've taken," she 
said. 
Tucker believes the class is 
popular because of both the con- 
tent and the style. 
"People are inherently inter- 
ested in how to be assertive," he 
said. 
Elaborate hand gestures, dra- 
matic movements and real life 
experiences are an everyday 
part of Tucker's class. 
"I don't think I'm a boring 
person," he said. 
Tucker said he believes stu- 
dents should take the»tourse. 
"Assertiveness is intimately 
connected with their (the stu- 
dents') destinies in life. The 
ultimate destiny is in surviving 
and surviving well," he said, "u 
takes a long time to learn power- 
ful communication. This class is 
an attempt to give this skill to 
D See Tucker, page 4. 
Friday: News in brief 
D Rec Center offers an opportunity 
for a fun L.I.F.E.: See story, page 3. 
O Abortion opponents gather in a D.C. 
snowstorm: See story, page 5. 
D Falcon leers put their 12-game winning 
streak on the line in a two-game home series 
with Illinois-Chicago: See preview, page 8. 
□ Reviews of "No Mercy," "Heartbreak 
Ridge," "Mosquito Coast:" Friday Magazine. 
City, twp. strike mall deal 
Bowling Green is one step closer to getting the 
Woodland Mall within the city limits. 
An unusual deal was struck between the city 
council and the Center Township board of trust- 
ees that will provide Center Township with tax 
reimbursements totaling about $105,000 over the 
next three years. 
In exchange, the city will collect the personal 
property taxes and and city income taxes from 
the mall and the employees of its two depart- 
ment stores and 53 specialty shops. 
The city council must still formally approve 
the annexation, which it is expected to do, 
although Mayor Bruce Bellard said state law 
requires a 60-day wait before acting on the 
petition to annex. 
Pedal plane breaks records 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AP) - 
The experimental pedal plane Eagle lumbered 
slowly around a triangular course above this 
desert   flight   center   Thursday,   unofficially 
two distance records for human-pow- 
Slenn Tremml, 26, took off at 8:25 a.m., 
_g the pedals to power the 11-foot propel- 
ler. The record flight covered 37.2 miles during a 
two-hour, 13-minute flight. After the landing at 
10:38 a.m., Tremml climbed out of the 92-pound 
plane and was greeted with a hug and a hand- 
shake from bis ground crew. 
"I feel great,   Tremml shouted to reporters. 
He said he wanted to go farther and only 
stopped because one of his feet slipped off a 
pedal and he couldn't re-insert it before the craft 
skidded to a landing. 
'
fc 
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Miranda decision 
should stay law 
One of the inherent conflicts of a democratic 
society is the question of the priority of societal 
restraints compared to individual rights. The 1966 
Supreme Court decision in Miranda v. Arizona is an 
example of this conflict. 
Under Miranda, police must advise a suspect of 
his/her Fifth Amendment protection from self-in- 
crimination and right to an attorney. Attorney 
General Edwin Meese would like to see the ruling 
overturned, and a new report prepared by the 
Office of Legal Policy concludes that the Justice 
Department should move to reverse the decision. 
We believe the Warren Court's decision is a 
strong defense for individual rights and should not 
be reversed. 
Meese has said Miranda "prevents the police 
from talking to the person who knows the most 
about the crime - namely, the perpetrator." How- 
ever, Chief Justice Warren noted in the decision 
that police often used unethical tactics in obtaining 
information from criminals when no lawyer was 
present. Furthermore, Miranda insures that a 
reasonable investigation is carried out regardless 
of what the suspect says. 
In addition, Meese said, "We managed very well 
in this country for 175 years without it (the Miranda 
ruling)." Meese should recall that for nearly 175 
years, blacks in this country were treated - under 
legal protection - as second-class citizens, even 
non-humans. Thus, the passage of time has nothing 
to do with a law's viability. 
Meese is not alone in opposing Miranda. In his 
1968 Presidential platform, Richard Nixon used the 
decision as an example of the Warren Court's 
"coddling of criminals." However, it should be 
remembered that the National District Attorney's 
Association has not supported Meese. 
The right to a fair trial is a cherished tradition in 
American democracy. So are the rights of individu- 
als against an imposing government bureacracy. 
We believe the Miranda decision vitally integrates 
those values. 
Teaching should 
surpass the 3 R's 
Editor's note: This column is 
in response to a letter enti- 
tled "Teaching assistants 
need training" from Jan. 19. 
by Robert Sllverman 
I's gotta beef wit whoever rote 
in and talked down to us grad 
stoodents dat teach. And since 
I's speaking toos a college audi- 
ants I'll tries to be eloquents. 
Dis stoodant dat rote in is 
gonna be a teacher hersself so 
she tinks she can tells da rest of 
us hows to do it rite. Well, alls I 
gotta say is dat I take what I can 
get, you know. 
Dis college guy came up to me 
one day an he says, "Hey. Dats 
right, you. You wanna job?" An 
since I's wasnt worken I says to 
him, "Yeah. What I gotta do?" 
An he tells me all I gotta do is go 
to this place named after bowl- 
ing ana stand in front of dees 
kids. Well, I's already knew 
hows to bowl so I's been here 
ever since. 
Since I's older than most, da 
guy said I was a grad stoodent. 
Now I dunno what dat is, so I 
tells him I got put in da slammer 
once for gradden sunthing. Well 
he tells me dat it ain't grabbing, 
it's grad, like old. And he says 
dat I'm gonna be a teacher, one 
of da prefasorial types and I 
remembers Miss Violet from da 
fort grade. She was da nicest 
lady Fever knowd. She was trien 
to teach me aritmetic wit lines 
and circles and stuff like dat, but 
I didn't no dat stuff from nuttin. 
So she helped me to add and 
subtrak and she talk wit me 
sumtimes an I'd tell her bout me 
an tings dat were goings on. 
So in six grade she intro- 
dooces we to anodder teacher 
who helped me to read an rite. 
Dis was Miss Freeman an she 
had me do poetry an storys 
abouts my life. 
Imajin dat. 
An I never learned so much 
from nobody before Miss Violet 
an hers frend Miss Freeman. An 
I gess why I's saying dis is cause 
it learned me dat da most impor- 
tant ting ta teaching is to talk to 
da stoodents. It dont matter if 
the texbooks is all fancy or if 
(ous show movies on da seeling, 
t donts even matter if yous hugs 
anybody like dat skinny guy in 
the green coat who told me to 
hug my stoodents, but he knew. 
He knew the import ting is dat 
the stoodents can tell yous whats 
in dare harts. Ifs yous can do dat 
wit a teacher, yous gotta good 
teacher. 
Nows its hard sumtimes, es- 
peshely when sum of da stoo- 
dents in my glasses have gold 
dimonds an tings like dat. An 
some of dem even drive porches. 
Now dat makes it hard cause it 
makes me tin k dat I shoud takes 
my abilitees out an make 
money. Dats what we call 22 
catch. It's a game da admens- 
tration likes to play wit us tea- 
cher types. 
Soes I's donno how to help 
yous out. I's gess alls I can say is 
toos grows up little goil. Yous 
gotta unnerstan dat college is to 
teech what it's like out dare in 
da reality world wheres no one 
gets lunch fer nuttin. 
I hopes dis dont hoit yous 
feeling or nuttin. Its important 
to be abel to talk bout whats 
bugging yous, you know? In fak, 
I wished you was in my glass 
cause I'd sit down an let yous get 
up an teach. 
Silverman is a teaching fellow 
in creative writing from Champ- 
aign, 111. 
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The glory that was Greece 
(Or, the never-before-told story Plutarch didn't dare to write) 
OUT 
Jfljttfs* 
by Craig Hergert 
Some of you may remember a 
column I wrote last fall about 
the possibility of my "Great 
Ideas" class being cancelled due 
to lack of enrollment. It turned 
out that the enrollment went up 
and the course survived. 
This means that during this 
semester I'll be teaching six 
ideas that have had an impact 
on the Western world: Greek 
humanism, Judeo-Christian 
thought, the scientific method, 
the democratic revolution, exis- 
tentialism and feminism. You 
know, the usual topics at How- 
ard's. 
I figure that since these topics 
are of interest to the entire uni- 
versity community, I could dis- 
cuss them in some of my 
columns. In other words, I'm 
hard up for column ideas. 
Here, then, is a background 
lecture on the Golden Age of 
Greece, based on material I 
found in Thomas H. Greer's A 
Brief History of the Western 
World and in 70,000 Groan-pro- 
voking Jokes for All Occasions. 
The ancient Greeks have left 
an indelible imprint on Western 
Civilization, in spite of the at- 
tempts of various generations to 
wipe it off. 
The Greeks developed a sense 
of unity through such cele- 
brations as the Olympic Games. 
First held in 776 B.C., the games 
were designed not only to foster 
friendly athletic competition but 
also to pay homage to Dr. Zeus, 
an Olympian author of chil- 
dren's books such as Green Am- 
brosia and Ham. 
Not long after the first Olym- 
pics, the Greeks developed the 
polis, or city-state. (Evidently 
they couldn't decide which it 
was.) 
One of the most famous of the 
city-states was Sparta, whose 
citizens were so military- 
minded they made Rambo look 
like a brownie scout. 
Unlike most city-states, where 
the popular assembly made the 
laws, Sparta was run by a coun- 
cil of elders. This council, con- 
sisting of men 60 years old or 
older who were elected for life, 
appears to have served as the 
model for the Kremlin. 
The council held all the real 
power in Sparta; the members 
of the popular assembly were 
not even allowed to debate deci- 
sions and appear to have served 
as the model for George Schultz. 
Athens, however, was differ- 
ent. After going through several 
stages, the Athenian govern- 
ment followed the advice of 
Cleisthenes and became a genu- 
ine democracy although there is 
reason to believe, given what 
has happened in American de- 
mocracy, that Cleisthenes was 
only kidding. 
At any rate, by the fifth cen- 
tury B.C. all major decisions in 
Athens were made by the As- 
sembly of adult male citizens: 
decisions regarding peace, war, 
finances, and the design of togas 
for weekend parties. 
The assembly discussed pro- 
posals presented to it by a com- 
mittee of the Council of Five 
Hundred, whose members were 
chosen by lot. Citizens who drew 
a stone with Ed McMahon's pic- 
ture on it became council mem- 
bers and appeared in TV 
commercials swearing that they 
were winners. 
Besides giving us democracy, 
the Greeks gave us Western 
Philosophy (Western Philoso- 
phy" here meaning something 
other than the whys and where- 
fores of "Gunsmoke.") 
After years of trying to sort 
out absolute truth, the Greek 
philosophers turned their atten- 
Letters 
tion Inward toward human be- 
havior, not realizing that this 
move would culminate, centu- 
ries later, in the Phil Donahue 
show. 
These philosophers, called 
Sophists (because they spent 
their leisure time reclining on a 
piece of Greek furniture called 
the sopha) believed truth was 
relative. As Protagoras put it, 
"Man is the measure of all 
things - of those that are, that 
they are, and of those that are 
not, that they are not." Scholars 
are divided, however, over 
whether this statement is pro- 
found or whether Protagoras 
merely had a stuttering prob- 
lem. 
The Sophists not only made 
Ehilosophy. more human-cen- 
tred, they made it more profit- 
able as well. Offering the 
teaching of flashy rhetoric for 
all purposes, Protagoras and 
Gorgias, a fellow Sophist, were 
soon charging 10,000 drachmas - 
approximately $80,000 - to edu- 
cate a single student. Gorgias 
justified his high fees by ex- 
plaining that he "desired to buy 
a less silly name." 
Although the Sophists tar- 
nished jJhilosphy's reputation, 
three Greek philosophers did 
much to restore its dignity - and 
Sverty. Socrates, who gave us 
e immortal dictum, "The un- 
examined life is not worth liv- 
ing," taught Plato. Plato, who 
gave us the Socratic problem, 
taught Aristotle. And Aristotle, 
who gave us "the golden mean'1 
taught Alexander the Great, 
who taught the world how to say 
"I surrender." 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. 
Respond 
The BG News is your campus 
forum. 
Letters and columns should be 
typewritten, double-spaced and 
signed. Phone number and ad- 
dress or OCMB number must be 
included. 
Letters to the editor should not 
be longer than 200 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions that are in 
bad taste, malicious or libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submissions 
to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
214 West Hall 
Education class 
behind the times 
This past semester I com- 
pleted what was the most wholly 
useless class in my three-year 
career at BGSU. This class, 
Library and Educational Media 
301, is called "Basic Educa 
tional Media," but I have a 
better name for it: "Trivial and 
Useless Educational Media of 
the Past." 
The curriculum of the class 
consists of instruction on va- 
rious audio-visual aids for the 
classroom. The film and slide 
projector, overhead and opaque 
projector are studied. But the 
class also includes instruction 
on the record player, tape re- 
corder, bulletin board and the 
blackboard! Now, I must admit 
I benefitted a little from this 
instruction. It would have taken 
about one hour, however, to 
teach me or any other unme- 
chanical person to operate these 
machines. Let me also say that 
the instructions are usually 
printed right on the devices! The 
21 hours that the class met for 
were about 20-21 too many. 
The class is also sadly out of 
date. The instruction on the reel- 
to-reel tape player is a blatant 
example. From several people 
working in schools today I have 
heard that these players are 
used only for dust collection in 
the media room. 
Further proof that the class is 
out of date comes in what is NOT 
taught. I contend that a VCR is 
maybe one of the most popular 
items for media presentations 
today, but the operation of and 
the copyright laws pertaining to 
these machines are not even 
mentioned. But by far the most 
unforgivable omission from the 
class Is the instruction on the use 
of computers. Current 
accounts of trends in schools 
constantly relate the popularity 
and use of computers. As no 
computer experience is required 
for education majors, this class 
would be the perfect place to 
give future teachers this experi- 
ence. 
I really cannot speculate on 
why this class, required for all 
education majors, is so blatantly 
lame and out of date. I only can 
urge others who have had the 
misfortune of taking this class to 
make their opinions known to 
the dean of the College of Educa- 
tion, as we education majors can 
little afford to waste our time in 
such a sorry excuse for a class. 
Lisa Rombes 
OCMB 4596 
SOC16DV 
Lee's cartoon 
in poor taste 
I am writing in response to 
Don Lee's caricature of Presi- 
dent Reagan in your Jan. 20 
issue. Mr. Lee drew a cartoon 
that depicted our president 
sticking a "kick me" sign on the 
back of a black man carrying a 
C;r of Martin Luther King, 
e doing this, Reagan said 
something about the "progress" 
made by black people. 
To say the least, this carica- 
ture really upset me. (A few 
other caricatures got me mad 
but this one broke the ice.) 
Where the heck does Mr. Lee 
find satisfaction by illustrating 
our president as one who insults 
and makes fools out of black 
people? 
Must Mr. Lee be reminded 
that it was President Reagan 
who made Martin Luther King 
Day a national holiday? 
I find this caricature to be 
completely irresponsible and in 
downright poor taste. Mr. Lee 
painted an errant picture of 
President Reagan along with 
insulting the black population of 
this campus and city. 1 think Mr. 
Lee should think twice before he 
writes any more trash such as 
that caricature. 
Jim Mabry 
321 Anderson 
by Dovid Harris 
BLOOM COUNTV 
A svirmi /mwre 
FOR NICOTlNe 
wmPKKWK. WHS 
P/XOVlHtC     W/rW 
bOOWEiS 
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L.I.F.E. program scheduled 
C1AO, Rec Center sponsor fitness evaluation to relieve stress 
by Amy Buritett 
reporter 
If you enjoyed the game of 
"Life" as a child, it might be 
time to enjoy it again. 
The sixth annual L.I.F.E. (lei- 
sure information/fitness evalua- 
tion), scheduled for Feb. 2-4, will 
be examining whether students 
are living life to its fullest. 
"The purpose of this program 
is to show what living and hav- 
ing fun is all about," said Tamra 
Summers, assistant director of 
programs and promotions at the 
Student Recreation Center. 
L.I.F.E., sponsored by the 
Rec Center and the University 
Activities Organization, is held 
in early February because stu- 
dents are under a great deal of 
pressure then, according to 
Terry Parson, director of the 
Rec Center. 
"This is the busiest time of the 
semester," he said. "There are 
books to read, papers to write 
and tests to study for. You can 
become very stressed." 
"Consider this a mid-semester 
break from all of that," Parson 
said.   "Students   can   relieve 
some of that tension through 
physical activity." 
One of the events sponsored is 
the mini-triathlon, consisting of 
running, biking and swimming 
for twenty minutes each, Sum- 
mers saia. 
All sections of the triathlon 
must be completed on the same 
day. However, they don't need to 
be done consecutively. The re- 
sults will be recorded and certif- 
icates presented to anyone who 
finishes, Summers said. 
The LIFE, program also 
offers a Sports/Wellness Tech- 
nology exhibit. The exhibit, 
from 6 to 9 p.m. each night of the 
Erogram, will be located in the ■ansit locker area and the TV 
room at the Rec Center. 
Featured exhibits include mi- 
cro-pacer shoes, a rowing ma- 
chine, a body composition 
analysis machine, computerized 
health risk appraisals, and bicy- 
cle rollers with demonstrations 
occurring periodically, Sum- 
mers said. 
Perhaps the most interesting 
exhibit is the Ergociser Cat Eye 
Stationary Bicycle, according to 
Summers. A cord attached to 
BG News/Pete bellman 
Bonnie Ramsdell. junior sports management major, uses the blood 
pressure unit at the Student Recreation Center. 
your ear while bicycling auto- 
matically measures your blood 
pressure and informs you to 
slow down if your blood pressure 
is too high. 
The final stage of the program 
is the Dive-In Movie, in which 
students float in the pool on 
inner tubes whilewatching a 
film. The movie, at 8 p.m. in 
Cooper Pool, will be a J-D ver- 
sion of "The Creature From the 
Black Lagoon." The movie is 
free to L.I.F.E. participants, 
and inner tubes will be provided 
by the Rec Center. 
Following the movie, a grand 
prize drawing for a 1987 Fuji 
Absolute Bicycle will be held. 
Other door prizes and free gifts 
will be given to participants 
during the program. 
Systems 
U Continued from page 1. 
commitments, like athletics or 
extracurricular   activities,   he 
said. 
The major disadvantage of 
this system, however, is that 
there is no chance to add or 
delete sections with demand 
analysis, as the current system 
allows, he said. 
In demand analysis, each de- 
partment is told how many stu- 
dents have requested each of 
their courses. The department 
can then alter its schedule to 
meet as many requests as possi- 
ble, before students are sent 
their schedules. 
Lancaster said the immediate 
reaction of anyone who consid- 
ers the current registration 
problems is to think this is the 
best proposal. 
He said there would be classes 
with very few students in them 
and other classes where several 
hundred students would have to 
be turned away. 
In Proposal B, the students 
would make their course selec- 
tions through the phone or com- 
puter, but receive no immediate 
answer. The advantage of this is 
that each department would be 
given the opportunity to make 
changes based on demand, and 
then students would be sent their 
schedule. he said. 
This proposal's disadvantage 
is that students would be as- 
signed to unrequested sections 
of a requested course, he said. 
However, he emphasized that 
students could request free time 
to prevent this, as is their option 
now. 
"Proposal B is by far the 
superior of the two," Lancaster 
said. 
The third proposal, C, is a 
variation on the other two. 
In it, students would request 
the specific sections of courses 
for one semester, and the 
courses they want for the follow- 
ingsemester. 
This would allow each depart- 
ment to create its schedule far 
enough ahead to allow the maxi- 
mum number of students possi- 
ble to take preferred courses, 
Lancaster said. 
Then, when it was time to 
register for that semester's sec-i 
tions, the computer would allow 
the student to enroll only in the 
classes that were pre-requested. 
If none of the times fit into the 
student's schedule, the student 
would then have first pick at 
almost any other class that was 
open. 
Students who had changed 
their mind in the preceding se- 
mester would be able to use 
drop/add to make alterations. 
Lancaster said closed course 
cards would still be available in 
any system, and they would be 
much easier to obtain. The stu- 
dent would merely have to go to 
the department office and pre- 
sent his case. 
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Sport major here unique 
by Cathy Hoehn 
staff reporter 
The University is a pioneer in 
the field of sport management, 
according to chairperson Janet 
Parks of the sport management 
division. 
Although there are other 
sports programs, no other uni- 
versity is as diversified in its 
course offerings, Parks said. 
The University's sport man- 
agement program is made up of 
one core major with five differ- 
ent areas of concentration. The 
options include physical fitness 
specialization, sports informa- 
tion, marketing and promotion, 
sports administration and man- 
agement, and sport and aquatics 
specialization. 
The program's faculty, solid 
curriculum and "administrative 
commitment in the school, col- 
lege and university," makes it 
oustanding. Parks said. 
The University is unique be- 
cause its faculty is made up of 
"a nice blend of former practi- 
"They seem to think of it as a lot of 
fun ... There's no such thing as a 40-hour 
work week (in this field)," 
— Janet Parks, chairperson of sport 
management division 
tioners and scholars who can 
bring experience to the pro- 
gram," she said. 
The sport management major 
was designed for people who 
"are interested in sports, love 
sports and want to build a career 
around sports," Parks said. 
The program was established 
in 1979 because of the growing 
public interest and participation 
ui sports and physical fitness 
activities. 
Parks said she enjoys the stu- 
dents' enthusiasm and positive 
attitudes. "They seem to think 
of it as a lot of fun," she said. 
She said having fun is impor- 
tant in such a demanding and 
competitive field. 
"There's no such thing as a 40- 
hour work week (in this field)," 
Parks said. 
Diana Hudson, sport manage- 
ment major, said she came to 
the University because of the 
sports management program. 
She was referred to Bowling 
Green by Chuck Fisher, former 
public relations assistant for the 
Cleveland Browns, when she 
worked in the Browns' public 
relations office. 
"Bowling Green really is re- 
nowned for its sports program," 
she said. 
Sports-related job opportuni 
ies are more often being re t - 
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BG News/Pete Fellman Raymond Tucker 
G Continued from page 1. 
students now," he said. 
The class is more than as- 
sertiveness training, he said. 
If he could, Tucker said he 
would like to change the 
name of the class. "Commu- 
nicative Power" or "Survival 
of Communication" would be 
more appropriate and de- 
scriptive names, he said. 
Tucker is co-author of two 
books and has spent more 
than 20 years of research on 
his latest, "Fighting it Out 
With Difficult -If Not Impos- 
sible -People." 
He has received a number 
of prestigious awards, includ- 
ing the faculty excellence 
award from the student gov- 
ernment in 1966. 
Tucker said there is no sim- 
ple definition of assertive- 
ness, but he stressed this: 
"Life is great, so take maxi- 
mum advantage of that fact." 
Get a head start on your tan! 
4^-    Visit our new 
£ENXEE> MM 
Your first visit is free! 
10 visits for just $25 
Perfect Touch 
1084 S. Main 352-2812 
Courtyard Square — next to S. end McDonalds 
Health 
D Continued from page 1. 
A survey that was conducted 
by the Office of Student Affairs 
last spring concluded that the 
group of students with the high- 
est percentage rate of uncov- 
ered health insurance 
individuals were graduate stu- 
dents, at 28 percent. Undergrad- 
uates, as a whole, equalled that 
percentage. Kaplan said that 
percentages from the survey 
may be even slightly higher. 
Kaplan noted that the differ- 
ence between undergraduates 
and graduates is that most un- 
dergraduate students may still 
be covered under their parents' 
insurance plans, whereas grad- 
uate students are not as likely to 
be. 
"By accepting the mandatory 
health insurance proposal, 
Kaplan said, "it would have not 
only made our job easier, at the 
health center, but I feel strongly 
that the students are missing a 
great benefit." 
"The proposal was not made 
to students to try to force any- 
thing on them that they did not 
want," Kaplan said. "I think 
early access to a health care 
plan is a cost-savings asset." 
Elsewhere BG News/January 23,1987 S 
Pro-lifers brave D.C. snows 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Abortion oppo- 
nents carried umbrellas, banners and 
signs yesterday as they battled a snow- 
storm to carry their tight for a 14th year 
against the Supreme Court's decision le- 
galizing abortion. 
The protesters, whose numbers were 
estimated at 2,000 by U.S. Park Police and 
5,000 by District of Columbia police, gath- 
ered at a park just south of the White 
House to hear an address by President 
Reagan and speeches by lawmakers, then 
marched through 6-inch-deep snow on 
Pennsylvania Avenue to the Supreme 
Court. 
When the marchers arrived at the court 
building, police had formed a line at the 
top of the steps of the building and in- 
formed the marchers that federallaw bans 
demonstrations on the grounds. 
Some of the marchers, who defied the 
warnings, were arrested and taken into 
custody. Court spokeswoman Toni House 
said 23 people were arrested.  
City police also reported that homicide 
detectives were called when one of the 
demonstrators displayed what appeared to 
be a human fetus in a jar outside the 
Supreme Court building. But police said 
the medical examiner would have to deter- 
mine whether it was a body. 
EARLIER, THE protesters gathered for 
their rally, the snow coating everything 
except the signs, which bore messages 
like, "Pick on someone your own size. 
Reagan drew cheers when he said, 
"Abortion is not a harmless medical pro- 
cedure, but the taking of the life of a living 
human being. This tragic and terrible toll 
continues at a rate of more than 4,000 
young lives lost each day." 
Speaking to the crowd via a telephone 
hookup, the president added, "Our na- 
tional commitment to the dignity of all 
human life must begin with respect for the 
most basic civil right, the right to life." 
Demonstrator Hal Brown of Topeka, 
Kan., said he had traveled to Washington 
with about 60 other abortion opponents and 
was not going to let bad weather deter him. 
"They kill babies every day of the year, 
regardless of the weather," he said. 
Earlier in the day, which marks the 14th 
anniversary of the Supreme Court's Roe 
vs. Wade ruling that abortion is a personal 
matter between a woman and her doctor, a 
few of the leaders of the pro-choice 
movement held a news conference to offer 
their side in the emotional dispute. 
KATE MICHELMAN, director of the 
National Abortion Rights Action League, 
said the pro-choice movement's biggest 
concern is the narrow pro-choice majority 
on the current court. The court last June 
reaffirmed Roe vs. Wade by a 5-4 vote, 
much closer than the 7-2 majority in 1973. 
"There's no question we're concerned 
about the 5-4 majority in the court. If the 
president has the opportunity to appoint 
another Supreme Court justice, it could tip 
the balance," Michelman said. "There's a 
sense we have this right and it's secure. 
But it's a fragile balance right now." 
Chinese dismiss 2 school officials 
PEKING (AP) - The two top 
officials of the Academy of Sci- 
ences were fired yesterday, ap- 
parently becoming the latest 
victims of a campaign against 
liberal Western ideas that began 
after student protests last 
month. 
Another government an- 
nouncement said a new office 
had been created to control the 
news media and publishing. 
A brief dispatch by the official 
news agency Xinhua did not say 
why President Lu Jiaxi of the 
academy, who is in his mid-60s, 
and Vice President Yan Dong- 
sheng, 68, had been relieved of 
their posts. It said they "were 
removed" by decision of the 
National People's Congress 
Standing Committee. 
Lu, a chemist of world stature 
trained in Britain, had been 
president of the academy since 
August 1982. He was replaced by 
Zhou Guangzhao, 57, a theoreti- 
cal physicist and one of the 
academy's three vice presi- 
dents. 
Yan received his doctorate in 
chemistry at the University of 
Illinois. His post went to Teng 
Teng, 56, a chemist who has 
served as deputy chief of the 
Communist Party propaganda 
department and had no previous 
connection with the academy. 
Diplomats specializing in sci- 
ence said there was a strong 
possibility Lu and Yan were 
Forced out because of student 
pro-democracy demonstrations 
at the Science and Technology 
Institute at Hefei early in De- 
cember. 
THOSE PROTESTS began a 
month of similar actions around 
the country followed by an offi- 
cial campaign against "bour- 
geois liberalization," a catch 
phrase the leadership defines as 
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favoring democracy and West- 
ern culture over communism. 
Communist Party chief Hu 
Yaobang was ousted last week 
after making a public confession 
of mistakes in handling the dem- 
onstrations. China's paramount 
leader, Deng Xiaoping, was said 
to have decided Hu must go 
because he was too tolerant of 
political dissent. 
Also fired were the president 
of the Hefei university and its 
internationally known vice pres- 
ident, astrophysicist Fang 
Lizhi. 
Fang was accused of inciting 
the students with speeches advo- 
cating greater democracy and 
more intellectual freedom. He 
and another intellectual, Shang- 
hai writer Wang Ruowang, have 
been expelled from the Commu- 
nist Party- 
Diplomats pointed out that the 
Hefei institute is the only one in 
China under the direct control of 
the Academy of Sciences and the 
academy is responsible for ma- jor staff appointments. 
Teng, the former Communist 
Party propagandist, also was 
named president of the Hefei 
university after the firings and 
issued a condemnation of the 
failure to correct the ideological 
errors of protesting students. 
DIPLOMATS SAID Lu and 
Yan were not known to be politi- 
cally active while in charge of 
the Academy of Sciences, but 
both had been prominent in ex- 
panding scientific links with for- 
eign countries, particularly the 
United States. 
Zhou, the academy's new 
president, engaged in high-en- 
ergy physics research in the 
Soviet Union in the 1950s before 
relations with Moscow soured. 
Twice in the 1980s, he was in- 
vited to lecture and participate 
in symposiums in the United 
States. 
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Pay raises given 
to Ohio cabinet 
Celeste grants increases after 
declaring state budget is tight 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov. 
Richard Celeste, who has said 
next year's state budget would 
be tight and would include no 
extra money for schools, has 
approved wage boosts for more 
than half his 30-member cab- 
inet, records showed yesterday. 
Of the 19 pay raises granted, 
the largest single dollar amount 
of $15,496 went to Pamela Hyde, 
director of the Ohio Department 
of Mental Health. Her salary 
went from $54,018 annually to 
$69,514. 
The second-highest boost of 
$10,499 went to Richard Seiter, 
director of the Department of 
Rehabilitation and Correction. 
The increase raises his salary to 
$69,514, a list provided through 
the Department of Administra- 
tive Services showed. 
Brian Usher, the governor's 
press secretary, said Celeste felt 
strongly that those who were 
selected to receive a salary in- 
crease deserved it. 
"This is the first raise any 
cabinet members have received 
in 18 months," Usher said. "I 
think if you check other large 
states, our cabinet people are 
probably underpaid. 
Roberta Steinbacher, the Ohio 
Bureau of Employment Services 
administrator who received the 
third-highest dollar boost of $9,048, declined the increase. 
Hirings and promotions within 
the agency have been frozen as a 
result of federal funding cut- 
backs, and Steinbacher said it 
would be inappropriate for her 
to accept the raise. 
"THIS AGENCY is facing a 
severe budget crisis as a result 
of cuts in federal funding,*' 
Steinbacher told the Dayton Da- 
ily News and Journal Herald. 
"It's not the time for me to be 
accepting a raise when I've 
asked (the agency's employees) 
to take a cut in every area." 
State Tax Commissioner 
Joanne Limbach was given an 
$8,694 boost, bringing her pay to 
$61,006. Joyce Chappie, director 
of the Department of Aging, 
received an extra $5,575, bring- 
ing her salary to $59,010. 
The governor has authority to 
set the salaries of some cabinet 
members, while others are de- 
termined by the boards or com- 
missions they head. 
Senate President Paul Gill- 
mor, R-Port Clinton, called the 
pay raises a bad symbol. "The 
governor's sense of propriety 
and priorities hasn't changed, 
has it?" Gillmor said. 
Members of the cabinet were 
attending a private retreat yes- 
terday with the governor. 
Usher said the increases were 
based on individual merit and 
equity in a cabinet member's 
duties. 
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Ohio auto license panel chosen 
DELAWARE (AP) - Ohio Wesleyan Uni- 
versity President David Warren, named by 
GOT. Richard Celeste to head a study of 
Ohio's embattled auto license sales system, 
announced yesterday the members of his 
special task force. 
He told a news oonference that the ap- 
lintments, made in consultation with Ce- 
_ oup which will make a 
thorough evaluation of the existing program 
E 
and submit a report by May 1. 
One thrust will be an examination of a 
mail distribution system, as opposed to the 
present politically oriented practice of as- 
signing sales to deputy registrar offices 
around the state. 
The task force members include two dep- 
uty registrars involved in the current sys- 
tem. David Kaszubinski, a Democratic 
ward leader from Elyria, will serve. He was 
listed in an annual Bureau of Motor Vehicles 
report Wednesday as being among the top 
volume deputy registrars, with collections 
last year of $239,273.10. 
Another appointee is Tim Barnhart of 
Chillicothe, who was not among the high- 
volume dealers listed in the report. 
THE REPORT showed that in 1986, 
Ohioans paid a total of $20.5 million for 
license tags to 272 deputy registrars, all but 
35 of whom were politically appointed. Their 
fee arrangement under the Celeste adminis- 
tration, as under former GOP Gov. James 
Rhodes and even earlier, called for a return 
of a 10 percent fee to the appointing party. 
Wednesday's report showed $1.8 million in 
returned fees in 1986. 
It showed that the most money made 
statewide was by Joseph Tagliamonte, 
whose three agencies in Lake County made 
(311,646. Kaszubinksi was second and Wil- 
liam Boyle of Toledo, former Lucas County 
Democratic chairman, had a net of $214,793.40. 
Besides Kaszubinski and Barnhart, the 
task force members also include two Celeste 
cabinet members - Highway Safety Direo 
tor William Denihan and Michael McCul- 
lion, state motor vehicles registrar. 
Warren listed the others as Larry Robin- 
son, president of the Robinson Group Co., 
Cleveland; Joseph Rini, assistant vice presi- 
dent, Ohio Bell Telephone Co., Brecksville; 
Tim Doran, executive vice president, Ohio 
Auto Dealers Association, Columbus; Teddy 
Dodd, Kenton, president of the Ohio Clerks 
of Court Association, Kenton, and Sandra 
Johnson, manager of community and public 
affairs, Kaiser Permanente Co., Cleveland. 
EARLIER, SEN. Grace Drake, R-Solon, 
was named as one of two legislative appoin- 
tees to the 12-member panel. One Hous 
appointment remains to be made. 
l e 
English may become official in Ohio 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Two law- 
makers proposed a law yester- 
day that would designate 
English as Ohio's official lan- 
guage, claiming an Ohio statute 
would strengthen a national 
movement for an official act by 
Congress. 
However, they ran into imme- 
diate opposition from a spokes- 
man for Ohio's Hispanic 
community, who said it might go 
beyond the sponsor's intent and 
provide a new tool for discrimi- 
nation against ethnic groups. 
Sen. HT Cooper Snyder, R-Hill- 
sboro, and Rep. Dale Van Vy- 
ven, R-Cincinnati, said they 
want Ohio to join California and 
seven other states to 
"strengthen the common bond 
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of English on the 200th anniver- 
sary of the signing of the U.S. 
Constitution." 
They said the bill is simple, 
carrying only a designation such 
as that the legislature has given 
the state flower and bird, and 
will not penalize ethnic or racial 
groups whose members are not 
proficient in English. 
Chester Partyka of Cleveland, 
president of the C" 
the Polish American Congress, 
red in support. api 
Ohio Division of 
n 
>peare  
He said Polish Americans and 
other similar groups are "more 
than willing to accept the re- 
sponsibility of learning English 
and joining the newly arrived 
and those already here to create 
a uniquely American culture." 
IN ADDITION, Snyder and 
Van Vyven offered a list of about 
80 other ethnic organizations 
that included Egyptians, Turk- 
ish, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, 
Danish, Serbians and Swedes. 
frRW&feKfrK-Kis^ 
Enjoy Good Living in '87 with 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone    352-9378 
835 High St. — Rental OHic» 
Located at Chtrrywood Health Spa 
o-nn-4 30 Monday — Friday 
Housing Openings for Fall 1987 
Features of Apts: HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished 
Gai heat — gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1'/. bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new locility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spo Whirlpool • Sun lamps • Shower Massoge 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
W. 
1 
! 
SSSSSS:^ 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL 
Charter Air to Ft. Lauderdale 
From Detroit 
$159.00 
SPACE is LIMITED & must be paid in full 
when RESERVATIONS are made. NO PHONE 
RESERVATIONS taken. You must come into 
AAA TRAVEL to hold your RESERVATION. 
Flight Info 
3/20/87 
3/28/87 
DPT. 
ARR. 
DPT. 
ARR. 
DTW 
FTL 
FTL 
DTW 
8:40 p.m. 
11:30 p.m. 
1:00 a.m. 
3:50 a.m. 
I  |{  A V  I   I      A C, I   N I   Y      I  ()     I  H  I      W () H I   I) 
414 E  WOOSTERST    BOWLING GREEN. OH  43402 f^.Wtt- .   TA0083 
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However, the list did not in- 
clude the Spanish-speaking. 
Ramiro Estrada, chairman of 
the Ohio Commission on Span- 
ish-Speaking Affairs, said he 
thinks the Dill is unnecessary 
"because it could be interpreted 
in such a way as to open new 
doors of discrimination.'' 
In response to reporters' ques- 
tions. Van Vyven conceded he 
could not guarantee that the law 
would not be abused, although 
he indicated he doubts it would 
be. 
One question involved 
whether the law could lead to 
language proficiency tests as a 
requirement for voting, for in- 
stance. 
Snyder suggested that English 
should be defended and pro- 
tected because of the increasing 
numbers of non-speaking immi- 
nts in Ohio and other states, 
said he has seen estimates 
showing that Ohio will have a 20 
^rcaA Hispanic population by 
; year 2000. 
Estrada said Hispanics in 
Ohio now total between 1 per- 
cent and 2 percent of the state 
population, "and I don't know 
where the other 19 percent is 
coming from." 
SNYDER LATER SAID he 
meant to say that the total would 
be IS percent by the year 2000. 
News Digest 
Altered Ivan ID printed 
CLEVELAND (AP)-A 
family spokesman for John 
Demjanjuk, facing trial in 
Israel on charges he was a 
Nazi death camp guard, said 
yesterday it was probably 
"sloppy journalism''"• that led 
a Soviet newspaper to reprint 
a Nazi identification card 
said to be Demjanjuk's but 
now bearing a different pho- 
tograph. 
"It was probably put in by 
accident," said Demjanjuk's 
son-in-law, Ed Nishnic. "I 
can't see why they'd be so 
stupid to put it in intention- 
ally." 
Demjanjuk, 66, is in cus- 
tody in Israel, awaiting trial 
on charges he committed 
atrocities against Jews and 
others by running the gas 
chamber at the Nazi's Treb- 
linka concentration camp in 
Poland during World War II. 
His alleged brutality caused 
him to be known as Ivan the 
Terrible, according to both 
the U.S. Justice Department 
and the Israeli government. 
Demjanjuk, a retired 
Cleveland-area autoworker 
who was born in the Ukraine, 
has maintained he is a victim 
of both mistaken identity and 
of a Soviet campaign to foster 
fear among Americans of 
Ukrainian origin. 
Pa. treasurer kills self 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - 
Pennsylvania's treasurer, 
facing jail for defrauding the 
state, proclaimed his inno- 
cence at a news conference 
yesterday but said, "It's too 
late for me," then pulled out a 
pistol, put it into his mouth 
and killed himself. 
R. Budd Dwyer died in- 
stantly after he fired a single 
shot from a .357 Magnum in 
front of two dozen horrified 
reporters, photographers and 
aides, said Dauphin County 
Coroner William Bush. 
Dwyer's son Rob, 21, said 
his father had given the fam- 
ily no indication of what he 
intended to do. He said he 
heard the news at home with 
his mother, Joanne, 47, and 
sister, Dyan, 18. 
On Wednesday, the attor- 
ney general's office had de- 
clared that Dwyer, 47, would 
have been out of office as soon 
as he was sentenced today in 
federal court in Williamsport. 
Before that, Dwyer, a Repub- 
lican who had been elected to 
his second term in 1984, had 
planned to stay in office on a 
leave of absence without pay 
until his appeal was resolved. 
Ohio reps to fight cut 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Sev- 
eral Ohio lawmakers said 
yesterday they plan to fight 
an administration proposal to 
cancel $4.4 million in Ohio 
highway funds to help pay for 
federal pay raises and retire- 
ment benefits. 
"It is patently unfair for a 
few states to fund pay raises 
and retirement increases 
which benefit federal trans- 
portation workers in Wash- 
ington and all 50 states," said 
Rep. Bob McEwen, R-Ohio. 
"Ohio's highway infrastruc- 
ture needs are critical, and 
we can ill afford to release 
this $4.4 million." 
Last month, the U.S. De- 
Krtment of Transportation 
d Ohio and eight other 
states that it was proposing to 
withdraw about $51 million in 
fiscal 1983 interstate funds 
and use the money for civilian 
pay raises and the Federal 
Employees Retirement Sys- 
tem. The states use the funds 
as a cushion against cost 
overruns and funding delays. 
McEwen, a member of the 
House Public Works and 
Transportation Committee, 
said he intends to offer legis- 
lation which would overturn 
the budget deferral if the 
transportation department 
fails to rescind its proposal. 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
THE BEST IN 
CLOSE- TO-CAMPUS 
HOUSING 
• 228 S. COLLEGE 
• 1 -bedroom apartments 
• furnished & unfurnished 
• free heat, water, & sewer 
• brand new carpet 
STOP BY OUR OFFICES TOD A Y 
We're here for you 
35mm Color 
Prims and 
Slides 
from the 
same roll 
Startle FilmWorb ha* *d»r«d KudaVi ptotta- 
stonal Motion Picture Aim for use in your 35mm 
camera Now YOU can UK the aame film — wich 
the Mme microAne frnn and nch color 
aarurinon — HoOywoods top audio* demand 
In wide exposure latitude u perfect tot everyday 
(hoc* You can capture special cfreco, too Shoot 
it tn bright ot low bcht-at up to 1200 ASA. 
What'i mote, n i economical And remember, 
Seatde FilmWoris lea you chooae prrno or 
slides, or both, from the tame roll- 
Try thai rematiabW film today! •*•■«* 
\ INHSE&BBSif Offer 
I D RUSH me two 1C exposure roll* of Kodak 
! MP film tor my Hmmcameri I'd lie a 2-roll 
■ starter pack including Eastman S2«7#»nd 
■ 5W.-&Kloaedta $2 tor postage and handling 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
| KUlto:Sc«ikRki>W»fa,!00Mfe«.W. 
|  P.O. BoilttM, Sank, WAWIM   2M0 
■ gafei ,1,7 *4 'f w imh—ti rf >■■»■■ tahk Ca *••*• ■ UJin.. .A-. .m tofcMjM I— IBM 
THE UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
HAS EXTERN POSITIONS FOR MARCH 23-27 
AVAILABLE IN: 
Elementary Education 
Politics 
Juvenile Parole 
Journalism 
Elementary Education 
Plant biology/horticulture 
Lobbying/legislative activity 
Elementary Education 
Home Economics 
Business Education 
LOCATION 
Cleveland area 
Washington D.C. 
Toledo. OH 
Washington D.C. 
Brecksville. OH 
Parkers Prairie. Minnesota 
Columbus. OH 
Dayton, OH 
Ottawa, OH 
Burlington, Vermont 
Applications available at Mileti Alumni Center, BGSU 
Questions call 372-2701 
DEADLINE FEB. 9, 1987 
FALCON FANS ARE WITH YOU! 
Guan) 
Sewer 
Augusta. GA 
(Westsdei 
Good Luck Falcons 
First Edition Hair Design 
& Tanning Studio 
|434E.Wooster 354147 
!' 
#13 
Scott 
Kalish 
Guard 
Sophomore 5'1V 
FanewPark 
IStlgnabus) 
GO FALCONS 
#44 
Dan 
Raupp 
Center 
Sophomore 6'8" 
Artnglon Heighls. 1 
(Prospect) 
The Personal Family Touch 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
352-5620 
Brian 
Ellerbe 
Assistant 
Coach 
TOUDO Tfr? 
Catch Falcon Hoop Action 
V 
#40 
Avon 
Davey 
Cento 
Sewer 
PtanWO W 
llton Cathokc! 
W~~"M 
The Personal Family Touch 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
352-5620 
#53 
Mike 
Maleske 
Center 
Senior 67" 
Livonia, M 
(Cathoic Central) 
END LUCK FALCONS! 
University 
Bookstore 
#32 
Anthony 
Robinson 
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Larranaga 
Head 
Coach 
The Personal Family Touch 
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RENTALS 
352-5620 
#11 
Joe 
Gregory 
Guard 
Sophomore 5'lf 
Detroit. Ml 
(Bashop Borgessl 
Go Falcons - 
Beat the Redskins 
First Edition Hair Design 
& Tanning Studio 
434 E. Wooster 3541477 
#30 
Steve 
Martenet 
Forward 
Junior 6'6" 
Mansfield 
(Master! 
GO FALCONS 
#24 
Matt 
Sullivan 
Guard 
Junior er 
Sanduaky 
(Mergaretta) 
BEAT THE REDSKINS! 
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Bookstore 
Jeff 
Schneider 
Assistant 
Coach 
Your Bowling Green 
Styling Alternative 
First Edition Hair Design 
S Tanning Studio 
434 E. Wooster 354-1477 
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Lawrence 
"Pop" 
Jennings 
Forward 
Freshman 6'5" 
New York Cty.NY 
lArtftehopMoloyl 
TOLEDO 
TRUST TJ£ 
Scalp the Redskins 
#23 
Lamon 
Pippin 
Forward 
Sophomore 6'5_ 
Mtwaukee.WI 
PtaM) 
University 
Bookstore 
HOME GAMES 
January 24 Miami 
January 31 Central Michigan 
February 4 Eastern Michigan 
February 9 Findlay College 
February 18 Ball State 
February 25 Western Michigan 
Sports 
CIIC to face pair of BG streaks 
by Tom SkcraMtz 
spoils reporter 
For Val BeLmonte and the 
Illinois-Chicago Flames, a close 
loss to Bowling Green's hockey 
team could be looked upon as a 
consolation prize rather than 
another notch in an already fat 
loss column. 
Such was the case last season 
when the Windy City natives 
nearly defeated the Falcons in 
double overtime in the first 
round of the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association playoffs. 
The 2-1 loss to BG was re- 
S:arded as a confidence builder 
or the 1986-H7 season. 
Now, nearly a year later, Bel- 
monte's Flames seem ready to 
ignite rather than fizzle dimly 
inepti- 
>g~       FLAMES 
into   the 
depths   of 
CCHA 
tude. 
UIC blows 
into the BG 
Ice Arena 
this weekend 
with a 13-12-1 record and a 
fourth place spot in the league's 
standings. This is quite a turn- 
around from past years which 
have seen the Flames go 42-105-4 
since the 1982-83 season -Bel- 
monte's first as coach. 
Although UIC has never 
beaten BG in 24 games (0-22-2), 
the weekend series won't be one 
taken lightly by the fifth-ranked 
Falcons. 
THE FLAMES knocked off 
CCHA-leader Michigan State for 
the second 
time this sea- 
son last Fri- 
d a y i n 
Chicago. UIC 
nearly upset 
the Spartans 
for a third 
time the following night only to 
lose 5-3 despite leading 3-1 lead 
midway through the final pe- 
riod. 
BG HAS already felt the 
Flames' heat this season in a 
November series at UIC. 
The Falcons had to rally from 
3-1 deficits both nights and were 
fortunate to leave Franklin Park 
Ice Arena with a 5-3 win and 5-5 
tie. 
This weekend's games are ex- 
tremely   important   for   both 
teams as the season nears its 
finish in five weeks. 
BG, 23-4-1 and riding high with 
a 12-game winning streak, lies 
only five points behind the Spar- 
tans. A sweep over the Flames 
would keep the Falcons within 
striking distance of MSU which 
has played two more CCHA 
games than BG. 
Two wins and a Western Mich- 
ri loss at Lake Superior would 
give the Falcons a home-ice 
advantage in the CCHA playoffs 
for the sixth straight season. 
UIC is fighting with WMU for 
fourth place and the final home- 
ice spot in CCHA post-season 
<% IE FLAMES will be led by 
center Jeff Nelson (14-24-38), 
D See Flames, page 9. 
GIVE YOURSELF ROOM 
RENT A 2 BED 
SUSPENDED LOFT 
$55 for Spring Semester 
Free Delivery 
Payment on Delivery 
Credit Terms Are Available 
YOUR LAST DAY TO CALL 
AND ORDER YOUR LOFT IS 
SUNDAY, JAN. 25 
TO ORDER YOUR LOFT CALL: 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
352-3836 
9-5 Fit, Sat., Sun. 
The Student Rec Center Presents 
The 1987 L.I.F.E. Program 
(Leisure Information/Fitness Evaluation) 
Join the Fun and Fitness on 
Feb. 2, 3, and 4 (M-T-W) 
     featuring:  
SPORTS/WEIXNESS Tl-CIINOLOCiY l-.MNlSIT 
6:00-9:00 p.m.       M-T-W 
(located in the transit locker area and t.v. room) 
Exhibits presented: 
* Addidias Micro Pacer Shoes 
* Bicycle Rollers with demonstrations periodically. 
* Ergociser Cat Eye Stationary Bicycle 
* Old Fashion Rowing Machine 
* Body Composition Analysis Machine 
* Computerized Health Risk Appraisals 
INDOOR MINI TRIATHLON 
M-T or W 
Choose One of the 3 L.I.F.E. days and go for a personal challenge! 
See how far you can: 
* Bike for 20 minutes 
* Swim for 20 Minutes 
* Run for 20 minutes 
Results will be recorded and certificates awarded. 
Must sign up by Friday, January 30! 
DIM-IN MO\ li; 
Sponsored by UAO and the SRC 
Wed., Feb. 4 at 8:00p.m. in Cooper Pool. 
featuring: "The Creature From The Black Lagoon" 
It will be in 3-Dimensional (glasses will be provided). 
No cost with innertubes provided and grand prize of a 1987 Fuji Absolute 
Bicycle will be done after the movie! 
Other Door Prizes and free gifts will be given out for participants during the 3 
day program. 
For more information please call Tamra Summers at 372-7482! 
Sports Cap 
Swimmers host Mini-MAC 
SWIMMING: The men's team plays host to the Mini-MAC 
swimming and diving meet tonight and tomorrow. Swimmers 
from Eastern Michigan, Toledo, and Ball State begin competi- 
tion at 6 p.m. at Cooper Pool. Tomorrow, activity begins at 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday, the lady tankers travel to East 
Lansing, Mich, to face Michigan State at 1 p.m. 
HOCKEY: The Falcons, ranked fifth in the nation with a 23-4- 
1 record, continue their chase for the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association title with games tonight and tomorrow 
against the Illinois-Chicago Flames. Both contests begin at 
7:30 In the Ice Arena. 
BASKETBALL: The men's and women's squads from Miami 
invade Anderson Arena tomorrow. The women tip off at 11:30 
a.m. while the men's game begins at 2 p.m. 
GYMNASTICS: BG's tumblers visit Ball State for the second 
meet of the season. 
I 
SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For | 
or 8775 
€i .terns SI 25 ea 
Chicago Style 6xtro 
I-TZ2C1'ran 
plus a FREE 2 Liter btl. 
of PEPSI with this 
coupon, P, JIO.75 
value. Rsk for when 
ordering. 
I  352 
mo.* Si 
I l*<e*« O-o 
-5166 
Open 4 P.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
On* Coupon Pe< Pir/o 
bpres Fib. 28. 1987 
Voted Best Plzia in B.< 
Hunting for 
off-campus housing? 
Check the values at 
R.E. Property Management 
505CloughSt.     Bl 5 352-9302 
• Efficiencies 
• 1 bedroom. 2 bedroom 
furnished ond unfurnished 
apartments available 
• 12 convenient locations 
Visit us today and secure 
your apartment homo for fall! 
SUPER SAVINGS 
SUNDAY 
Team up with Rocky Rococo 
for tasty Bowl Game festivities 
Call 352 - 4600 for 
FREE DELIVERY 
(Starting at 3:00 p.m.) 
Co*«|M<s*(lMilaft|ai, 
$2 OFF 
ANY LARGE 
PAN STYLE OR 
JTMCMSTPjZZA^ 
II 
!■ 
$1 OFF 
ANY SMALL OR 
!j  MEDIUM PAN STYLE 
I^JjjJNCRUSTPIgA I ii 
Free Garlic Bread with any 1000 delivery order! 
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Super Bowl by the numbers 
Karl's   Komments 
by Karl Smith 
sports ediloi 
Before last year's Super Bowl, 
I stayed away from making 
predictions. I was content that 
one of the two teams I picked for 
the Big Game was involved and 
the other lost the conference 
championship game. 
One reason I didn't make any 
predictions was that I was sure 
of only two things: 1) the Bears 
would win and 2) the Bears 
would win big. 
This year, however, my 
crystal ball is sharply focused 
and I've brushed up on some 
Super Trivia, but I m still going 
to withhold my predicted 
winner... 
D There's been a lot of talk 
about Denver and New York's 
tight ends being important 
factors. This could be true. 
Although it took until Super 
Bowl V for a tight end to catch a 
touchdown pass, the position has 
S reduced some important 
ootnotes. Cincinnati's Dan Ross 
broke the Super Bowl record for 
receptions and Dallas' Jackie 
Smith dropped "that" pass. 
D I hope John Elway has 
plenty of health insurance. 
O Phil Simms will have good 
numbers, but, as usual, it will be 
more an indication that the 
opposition is overly concerned 
with Joe Morris than the 
quarterback's talent (or lack 
thereof). 
D The last three games have 
been decided by a total of 
87points, an average margin of 
29; don't expect this game to 
SUPER BOWL XXI 
keep you on the edge of your 
seat. In fact, only one game has 
been determined by less than 
four points (Super Bowl V; 
Baltimore 16, Dallas 13) 
D This game will break 
television viewing records, but 
more than half the viewers will 
turn it off by halftime. 
D The AFC is 1-4 in the last 
five games, but 12-8 overall. 
D Teams currently in the 
Broncos' AFC West are 4-3 
(Kansas City 1-1, Oakland/Los 
Angeles 3-1, Denver 0-1) in the 
Big Game; teams currently in 
New York's NFC East are 3-6 
(Washington 1-2, Dallas 2-3, 
Philadelphia 0-1). 
When teams from these two 
divisions have met, the results 
are split, 2-2. Q Super Bowl MVPs: Giants' 
linebacker Lawrence Taylor 
and running back Joe Morris. 
D Teams west of the 
Mississippi River (as in Denver, 
Colo.) are 8-5 while squads from 
the original 13 colonies (New 
York, tor example) are 3-5. 
D The last six winning 
quarterbacks' first names have 
begun with J (as in John). There 
has been only one winning 
quarterback whose name began 
with a vowel (for one, E as in 
Elway). Johnny Unites, who 
played half of Super Bowl V. 
D Only two winning 
quarterbacks had single digit jersey numbers (Elway -7), 
Jim McMahon (9) and Joe 
Theisman (7). No winning 
quarterback has ever worn 11 
(like Simms). 
D Teams with animals as 
mascots (i.e. Broncos) are 4-8. □ The Giants' beleagured 
defensive secondary will be 
invisible. Unfortunately, for 
Denver fans, that won't matter 
because Elway will be lucky to 
get his passes off. 
D Teams who lost their first 
Super Bowl, such as Denver, are 
5-1 in their second (Minnesota, 
who probably couldn't win a 
Super Bowl scrimmage with an 
orphanage, is the only 
exception). Q Teams in their first Super 
Bowl (this is the Giants' Super 
baptism) are 5-12. 
D In Super Bowls with 
numbers divisible by three (this 
is the 21st Super Bowl), the AFC 
is 4-2. 
a The AFC is 7-3 in games 
played in odd numbered years. 
a New York's Bill Parcells 
will be the first coach drenched 
before the traditional 
champagne lockerroom shower. 
Not that I'm saying the Giants 
are going to win, but... 
I'm 5-0 picking bowl games 
this year and 6-2 with my pro 
playoff picks. 
□ I'm going home to get 
ready for the game. 
Ehlo in Cleveland for duration 
Sports Briefs 
RICHFIELD (AP)-The 
Cleveland Cavaliers yesterday 
signed guard CraigEhlo for the 
remainder of the NBA season. 
The 25-year-old guard had 
been signed for 10 days on Jan. 
13 after guard Mark Price un- 
derwent an appendectomy. 
Ehlo has averaged 9 points per 
game in five games with the 
Cavaliers. He scored 18 points 
Wednesday in 47 minutes in the 
team's 111-107 loss to the Mil- 
waukee Bucks. 
Ehlo, a product of Washington 
State, had most recently played 
for the Houston Rockets. 
Price is still recuperating, and 
John Bagley is out with a 
sprained left ankle. 
MAC hoop parity 
With the MAC tournament just 
six weeks away, only two teams 
are over .500 in conference 
play-leader Central Michigan 
at 5-2 and surprising Kent State 
at 4-3. Since the top seven teams 
qualify for the postseason MAC 
tourney March 5-7 in Toledo, 
that means a lot of teams with 
average records will be playing 
for an NCAA tournament bid. 
The flip side of that is that the 
MAC may have cornered the 
market on parity. Heading into 
Saturday's games, five of the 
league's nine teams stand 3-3 in 
conference action. 
£ "It's prov- ing to be a wacky   kind of   confer- ence,"   says Miami coach Jerry   Peir- 
Ehlo son. 
Toledo started 64 but is now 
tied for the basement in the 
MAC with Eastern Michigan 
with a 2-4 mark, thanks to five 
consecutive losses. 
Super reunion 
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. 
(AP) - They were a fearsome 
tight-end combination at Florida 
State, one the ferocious blocker 
and the other a sure-handed 
receiver. Since then, Zeke Mow- 
att and Orson Mobley have 
taken different paths to get to 
the same place, the Super Bowl. 
Mowatt is the New York Gi- 
ants' backup tight end, having 
lost his starting position to Mark 
Bavaro after suffering a knee 
injury in 1985. Mobley is the 
Denver Broncos' rookie who 
plays at tight end and H-back (a 
double TE alignment) and who 
has become one of John Elway's 
favorite targets. 
They played together for two 
years (1981-82) at Florida State. 
The 6-foot-3, 240-pound Mowatt 
was the starter, although Mob- 
ley insists they alternated a lot. 
By his own admission, Mowatt 
was "strictly a blocker in col- 
lege. I didn't have the receiving 
stats. I knew if I wanted to play 
in the pros that I had to work on 
catching the ball." 
O'Meara has lead 
SOOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) - 
Mark O'Meara birdied four of 
his first five holes en route to an 
8-under-par 63 and the lead yes- 
terday before darkness halted 
the first round of the $600,000 
Phoenix Open. 
Frost and frozen greens de- 
layed the start of play 1 '-2 hours, 
backed up the starting times and 
eventually left 45 of the 144 man 
field stranded on the course by 
darkness. 
They marked their positions 
on the new TPC course at 
Scottsdale and were due to re- 
turn at daylight Friday to com- 
plete first-round play. The 
second round was to start as 
originally scheduled at 7:30 a.m. 
MST, weather permitting. 
WHERE DO Y U VJvJ • 
ros^YUGO? 
FOR ONLY    iiy   DOWN 
gL~! 99* per month 
YUGO to the dealer outstanding in his Held 
DISHOP 
FORD-NISSAN YUGO 
M. 25, Bowling Green, OH 
353-5271 
«0MOM* WtMKMI, t'51 »M MOUNT FINAHCINO i*m TAX, mil IXTiA 
South African investments: 
in Who's Best interest? 
USG is sponsoring this debate 
on Tuesday, January 27 
7:30 pm 
Rm. 114 Business Administration 
Speakers: 
FOP: Dr. Ernest Champion 
professor of the ethnic studies 
Against: Dr. Michael Frost 
professor of political science 
wmm^mtmtmmmtimmmmmmmtnmnm. 
tmtmnm.mmmti 
BG takes one 
step at a time 
by Jeff McSherry 
assislani sports editor 
Step by step, one by one. 
That's the philosophy of 
Bowling Green women's bas- 
ketball coach Fran Voll. He 
wants his 
team to 
think 
about one 
game at a 
time, es- 
pecially 
when they _ 
face Miami tomorrow. 
BG enters tomorrow's con- 
test, at 12:30 Anderson Arena, 
14-2 overall and 6-0 in the Mid- 
American Conference. The 
Redskins, on the other hand, 
are 7-9 and 14 in the confer- 
ence. 
It just doesn't look like 
much of a matchup - on pa- 
per. 
Voll, however, reminds his 
team that the game isn't 
played on paper. 
"We fully expect a battle," 
Voll said. "Well be expecting 
a lot of different things from 
them. 
"There's always something 
special about the Miami 
game so we'll be ready." 
But temptation looms over 
the horizon. The Falcons are 
slated for a showdown with 
Western Michigan Wednes- 
day. The Broncos are 12-3 and 
5-1 in the MAC. 
This situation may leave 
the door wide open for the 
Redskins to stroll into Ander- 
son Arena and walk away 
with a big upset. 
Susan Dekalb, third-year 
head coach at Ml), and her 
players have no easy task in 
front of them, however. 
THEY'LL HAVE to shut 
down, or at least contain, 
BG's high-scoring forwards - 
Stephannie Coe and Jackie 
Motycka. Both are averaging 
over points a game. 
"We're going to try and keep 
the ball out of their hands and 
make their other players 
more of a factor," Dekalb 
said. 
Dekalb admits denying 
these two the ball will be 
difficult for two reasons: MU 
is out- 
sized and 
their in- 
side play 
has been 
oor of 
ite. 
Inside, 
the Redskins are led by senior 
forwards LaRae Pettit and 
Denise Ryan. Both are aver- 
aging 10.6 ppg. Junior Amy 
Franz (9.2 ppg) will beat 
center. T"^ 
Point guard MeMe Large, 
whom DeKalb calls their 
most consistent player, will 
lead the MU attack. Large is 
averaging 9.5 ppg while her 
backcourt mate, 5-7 junior 
Kim Tullis, hits tor 7.6 ppg. 
Voll, however, is aware of 
more than the Redskins' 
starting five. 
"They (MU) should be as 
strong on the bench as anyone 
in the MAC," the third-year 
coach said. "Miami is one of 
those teams with a lot of 
capabilities. 
"We'll have to play at our 
best to beat them/' 
IF IT takes that much to 
beat the Redskins, it will 
surely take much more to 
handle WMU next week in 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Nonetheless, DeKalb is 
willing to make a wager. 
"Western has better per- 
sonnel than BG," DeKalb 
said. "But BG plays within 
their capabilities and better 
as a team. 
"If I had to bet the house on 
it (BG-WMU game), I'd take 
BG." 
Flames  
a Continued from page 8. 
Rob Klenk (15-13-28), Sheldon Gorski (14-14-28) and Tom Almquist 
(8-17-25). Missing from the Flames' lineup due to injuries wilfbe a 
couple of BG crowd favorites Paul Pulis and Jamie Husgen. 
Falcons Paul Ysebaert and Iain Duncan will both attempt to add 
to their 14-game scoring streaks and goaltender Gary Kruzich will 
look for his 21st straight game without a loss. 
$2.99 
MEAL 
DEAL! 
ANY FOOT LONG SUB OR SALAD 
large soft drink and bag of chips 
for only $2.99! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
If you're stuck in a 
shrofood rut, why not try a 
fresh alternative: a made- 
toorder sub. or salad from 
Subway At Subway we use 
ohlv choice meats and 
cheese, garden fresh 
vegetables, and succulent 
seafood. And the "fban's" 
are always free. So why set- 
tle for one in a billion when 
you can get one of a kind 
from Subway, the fresh 
alternative.' 
it*"v o"e CO-DC- oe- Culto1"1*' y*' gooc o*N 3" oz-' c ccr ~Q 
SuCwov '•i*2_'C—i o*a*>c'©ooo "zo-^cyco' »" -". ©•"••'©"e* 
tSUBQMY" 
Sandwiches & Salads 
109 N. Main St. 
352-8391 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  
Offer good 1/28/87 -2/3/87 
Not valid on deliveries 
Dine in or Carry out Only m 
i 
9 
J 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS RIDES 
$ 1000 SCHOLARSHIP 
for   Marketing Advertising Design 
For more Information attend the AO 
CLUB MEETING   Wednesday. Jen   28 at 7:30 
p.m. In he ONo Suite (3rd Door Union). 
AMA FORMAL ME ETtvQ 
Tuea., Jan. 27. 7:30 p.m 
115Educ. IkJg. 
Speaker from EASTMAN KODAK 
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
DISCOVER THE CHALLENGE 
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFEKNCE 
Attanekm Education Malora 
Don't MM the SCEC meeting Sunday at 8 00 m 
408 Ed Bfdg Tom Southerner w* be taking 
about the QNted and Talented Programs Alao 
took for more Informaaon about the Mlnifie 
Scnotaranlpi 
Attention UAAeri. 
Our ftfat meeting of the semester la Jan. 28. 
8:00pm at the Alumni Center Or DwightBuri- 
mgeme vrl be speaking. Bring a fnend-the 
meeting ■ open to el 
ATTENTION PREMED MAJORS' 
Annual Alpha Epaaon Delta MCAT review Each 
Saturday Feb  7  April 25. 
Members and non members welcome 
Cel Brenda at 3520842 about organizational 
IF YOU MEED A RtOE IACK 10 a FROM PITT- 
nUMH FOR STRUM MEAK 00 ON OUR 
CHARTERED BUS. IT'8 ONLY MO BOTH 
WAYS. PLEASE CONTACT LAURA AT 
372-8J05 At SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? Conceme? Free pregnancy test ob- 
lecHva Information By appointment or we* in 
Cal NOW 354-HOPE 
Very expartanoad, iteyMWinatya, ratable senior 
pyachofogy metor a asM-ll for babyaHthvg 
Aaasple aftemoona, eveneige, and weekends 
Cell Llaa 1724*12 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2700   Monroe   St..   Toledo.   Offering 
gynecological services 4 pregnancy termination 
by loeneed physician including prenatal, 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap teat (for cer- 
vical cancer), VD saeoning. birth control Info , 
Tuba) Ugaoon. termination of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (specie) ratea for students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION OREEKS: 
There will be a QAVEL organizational 
meeting tor ill edHorlal personnel Monday, 
January 28, S p.m., 2nd floor Commons, West 
Hall. Oaln valuable experience while having 
full and supporting your nevrapaperl Call 
SSS-1171 II you cnnot attend. 
BAHA'I FAITH 
Womiaoonal meetings on beasts end history 
Cal 362 7877 for data* 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment of many apta. and duplexes 
tor summer A taH rentals 
C All NOW for choice apt a. 
1S4-22M 
Office located at 319 E Woosler. 
BG News meeting for volunteers-writers and 
photographara-avery Sunday. 8 p.m., 210 
West Hall For further Information cal 
3722603 
8QSU WOMEN'S RUQIY CLUB 
Mooting Tues , Jan 27, at 7 30 p.m in Epptor 
South 300 
For old and new players 
Questions cal Lraa 352-4411 
WANT TO TRY 
'PUS-QRU*' 
OR ENGLISH LAGER?? 
FIND OUT ABOUT ITII 
EVERY WED. EVENrNO IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
MIKE, CHUY. 8 THE* 
Traxnka tor the greet time lest night 
Kathy i Kathy 
OX 
"SOUND SYSTEM* • 
Need   music   tor   date   parties   or   social 
gatoortnga-Cal BB at 352-2688  
■BRETT JAY HARLETT 
Joel to lei you know taw speoei you are 
Thanks for making ma so happy' 
 Youra. Ksnborty  
•LeeAnnOtOirolenio- 
OM exceed for Initiation tomorrow' Your Big 
Bvee you! Pi Phi Love 8 Metal 
Kathy        
•PROUOTOBE AID GREEK' 
RUSH COUNSELOR APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 421 STUOEWT SERVICES 
-RUSH COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 
SKMMJPS IN SIS PANHEL OFFICE 
•PROUD TO BE A SO. GREEK- 
RUSH COUNSELOR APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 425 STUDENT SERVICE* 
•RUSH COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 
SION4JPS IN US PANHEL OFFICE 
'PROUD TO BE A 8a GREEK" 
RUSH COUNSELOR APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE M 42* 8TU0EHT SERVICE* 
-BUSH COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 
SrOrWPS 111 PANHEL OFFICE 
■PROUD TO BE A B.G. GREEK- 
RUSH COUNSELOR APPLICATIONS 
AVAIIABIE IN 425 STUDENT SERVICE* 
■RUSH COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 
SIQN4JPS 111 PANHEL OFFICE 
•PROUD TO BE A 8.0. GREEK- 
RUSH COUNSELOR APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE M 426 STUDENT SERVICES 
-RUSH COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 
SMN4JPS SIS PANHEL OFFICE 
Al Fal and Wirier Sweaters 20-50*4 Off 
Al Floral and Sex Blouses 25% Off 
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge 
ALPHA    PHIS We're 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27 
4:00 P.M. 172 B.A 
Do you need rob experience that summer? 
Waarxngton Center Program offers internships 
lor ALL MAJORS m Washington D C Find out 
more TODAY, at 11 30 a m 231 Admmtstra 
Hon. 
Dinner In London?? 
An evening In Peris?? 
For more Info.: 
411 South Hall 
Wed. nights at 7:10 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
Mandatory Meeting 
Tuesday. January 27. 7:30. BA 110 
Speaker John Schulte (Stockbroker) 
Find out what's gomg on with WOMEN FOR 
WOMEN' Al we welcome to xxi us for sociekr 
ing and program paxnrwng at the GENERAL 
MEETING held on Monday. January 28. in the 
Tafl Room ol the union from 6--7:30 p m. 
DiBenedettos Sob Me Quick 
wi be taking orders lor 
4 foot subs untj noon Saturday. 
lor Super Bowl Sunday 
Cal 352 4663 
HEY FUTURE EDUCATORS' 
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOO EDUCATION 
wl be having its first meeting 
ol the semester on Mon . Jan 26 
300Mo*etay at 7 00 
Kkn ua' 
INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING? 
Come to the BGSU Ad Club meeting: Wed . 
Jan. 28 at 7.30 p.m. xt the Ohio Suite (3rd floor 
Union) Try it- you I eke it" 
OLEMBY AT UHLMAN'S 
JANUARY PERM WAVE EVENT 
50H SAVINGS 
GLEMBY AT UHLMAN'S 
352-5815 
intramural Women's and Coed Innertube Waler 
Polo entries due January 28 in 106 Rec Center 
by 4 00 p.m 
PHI BETA LAMBOA 
Organizational Meeting Mon Jan 26 
7:30 Town Room. Union 
Everyone Welcome' 
BAND CONCERTS 
Symphonic Band 
I -23 8pm Kobacker 
Concert Band 
1-24 11am Kobacker 
FREE 
World Student Association Welcome Back 
Parry . Saturday. Jan. 24th, S p.m.-t a.m.. 
Amanl Room. Free and open to all. 
LOST & FOUND 
$100 REWARD to finder of lost mans heavy 
gold link bracelet Lost Tuea., Jan 20 near the 
Union or Student Sen/ices wee No questions 
asked, please cal days. 372-2978 1 nights 
353-4619 
1 and 2 Bed 
LOFTS 
ereevaaable 
lor Spring Semester 
Cal 362-3836 
9-6M- F 
Loaf: Glasses In solid blue eofl case last day 
of llnala. Dec. 1t al approx. 4 p.m. between 
BA 8 Alpha Phi. II found or seen please call 
1724200. 
-KMSTIE KOHLI- 
A FEW MORE HOURS MUST PASS BEFORE 
YOUDtSCOVER THE TRUE MEANINGS OF 
KKQ. SO PLACE YOUR PATIENCE TO THE 
TEST AND THE KEY WILL UNLOCK THE 
DOORS TO A MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE 
LOVE. JENNY 1 SENA 
psyched (I) to oongratulate your new ecHvos 
with csrnstlona and kieeee. 
See you Seturdey! 
ThoPMTAM 
Alpha XI Pledgee 
The time la drawing new for you to become 
neophytes' We can't wart tl Inspiration Week--it 
la so exciting and such a specie! time' Get 
MM 
We love you. Your Sisters 
AMY HOLMAN 
I am so excited that you are gong active tomor- 
row Get exerted for a very special time. I am so 
proud of you1 
Love your KKG Big 
 ABeon  
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
DISCOVER THE CHALLENGE 
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
DISCOVER THE CHALLENGE 
ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
ATTENTION PHYLLIS WARE 
Happy 21st Birthday 
I hope It la the very beat year' 
Lots of Love, Jenny 
ATTENTION LADIES: 
Waiting by the phone to hear from you Parties. 
birthdays and group gatherings are my special- 
ty. Invite me Male Dancer. For more Info.. 
372-4591 
Attention el Alpha Xi kmiors 
Your presence la requested at 'XI' house at 
8:30 Saturday night  Get excited for a great 
one' 
BGSU Valentine Mug ol candy hearts Price 
$6 50 Get one for your sweetheart' CM 
Mlchele al 372-4524       
Brathaus 
Welch Super Bowl XXI 
On our 7 ft  screen TV 
Bar open at 3pm 
Carol "ManM" Erana 
We vrtah you and your " anger' al the beat in 
the future   Congratulations to you and Todd 
Sight on your engagement 
Love. The Phi Mus 
P S That personal lan'l too late ia It? 
Cindy Shock 
Going active means sharing a special bond lor 
the rest of our lives That. Cynthia, means the 
world tome. 
I Leva You. 
Laura 
OBNOXIOUS At fey Art Price 
THIS  O/«5  a TfST, 
OMLV fl TfST, Of" THE 
f MEDGfNCy CARTOONING | 
SYSTcm. 
I 
SPECIAL EDITION 
THE BG NEWS 
Monday, February 2, 1987 
• Getaway Ideas & Travel Options    • Spring Break Fashions 
• Preparing for the "Road Trip" • Travel Sundries 
• Getting in Shape for Spring Break 
:•*■■ 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Dersae Mukay and Doug Poet 
on your recent PN Pal 
sHsAartngiil 
Love, Pally and Cate  
Congratutaaona to the Phi Me Phi's lor going 
active tonight Oaf ready tor a meaningful and 
excxjng night. Wore proud of M of our Pixel' 
Love You PN Mu Ststere 
PS Oat reedy to party PN Mu style" 
DAVID GRAHAM 
I LOVE YOUII 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
Mandatory Masting 
Tuesday January 27, 7:30. BA 110 
Speaker John Schulte (Stockbroker) 
Free room and moat mien In exchange lor 
some chad Cera and babysitting Own transpor 
atton Petryaburg 874-1087, Prof Alters), 
Gamma Phla and Sigma Mus 
Get psyched to go back In time 
And party on prom night 
Looking forward to a great tea tonight! 
The Lambda Chlo 
Good kick PI KAPPA PHIpledgaa with Acttv7 
Hon. We can't wall to ceiebrste with you Setup 
deyrxght 
Love. 
THE KO'S 
I Ho l from 81 |U naps*) Defcv 
quant tax property Repoesesaions. CM 
806487-6000 Ext GH 9849 tor currant rapo 
■at  
HAPPY    BfRTHOAY    LOW    CHARLES    AND 
TRACEY RWE. Get psyched lor Saturday s B- 
day bash when wa celebrate the Big 20 and 
21II 
Love. 
Beth and Angela 
HeyCNOe 
Get PSYCHED lor a super lea on Friday Ntghl 
Love, 
The Brothers ol Sigma CN 
HEY FUTURE EDUCATORS' 
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOO EDUCATION 
vrl be having its first meeting 
of the semester on Mon , Jan. 26 
300 Moaakry at 7 00 
PtesYeO Join usl 
HEY PAULA in 111 Moonoy- 
HAPPY 1STH BIRTHDAY. 
Now you can use your reel I D Get peyched tor 
tonight 
We love you. 
Teaha. Tent, Keek. 1 Kety 
Intramural Women's and Coed Innertube Water 
Polo entries due January 28 m 108 Rec Center 
by 4:00 p.m. 
Bitjamural Men'a Bowing entriee due January 
27 by 4:00 p.m. in 108 Rec Center  
Jenny Graham, 
Congrstulatxjns on your recent engagement to 
Trent We wish you al the happBieea and love xi 
the future 
Love. Your PN Mu sisters 
JOY GAYI.ORO 
The sxtters ol AJph XI Delta would Me 10 con- 
gratulate you on your SAE lavalering to Scott 
Artderaon. 
Kappa Pledges 
Not much longer now' Soon you wa be Kappa 
actives We hope that you al are aa excited as 
we are! 
Love, 
The Kappa Acttvea 
Kappa Siga Gel excited for ihe best lea of me 
semester. We can't wart to party with you 
Love, the Alpha PNa 
KELLY KARSHNER 
Congratukitxxis on going active! CongratulB- 
Hona alao for being chosen Alpha Gamma 
Data's moat outstanding pledge for fal ol 
1988' Way to go' You're the greeteet little ever 
and you deserve It' 
Love. MM 
LAMBDA cms 
You guys are the greatest! Thanks for bemg so 
spedei but you guys are the reef sweethearts! 
Love. KxslaSue 
LESLIE RULLMAN 
Congretuistions on your Alpha Ct»   Kappa Skj 
Isvseenng to Jeff. I love you guys' Your big, 
Kathy 
LT Karen Slovak 
I hope you're excited aa I am about this very 
special weekend  Congrats. I am so proud of 
you Look lorward lo sHAPPfcNIN'semester1 Pi 
PN Love and Mine. Maria 
LIZ SHAW 
I wouxj have never made rt through without you 
You truly are en angel. 
Lola of Love 
Pern 
MARK COCHRAN 
Extra apodal thanks to the beateet big brother 
In the whole world' Get ready to party tonight! 
I Love Yal Knots Sue 
PH DELTA THETA 
BROTHERHOOO 
TONIGHT 
BE THERE 
 HAPPEN* AT 501 PIKE  
PHI MU MICHELLE KENDREN 
Congratutaaona on your lavalering to Case PN 
Tsu Pal   I am so happy for you" Thanks tor 
always being mere 
Love. 
Monica 
PI PHI ANGEL PLEDGES 
Cong/atuiations lo al ol you, Pledging la Over 
and you al have made ua very proud. Good 
Luck In the now semester' 
Love. 
your PI PN Sisters 
PI PN Pledgee 
Although you never look your quizzee seriously 
you are M vary specie) to me. Thanks for mak- 
ing my |ob so rewarding' 
Love In PI Beta PN 
Pern 
Pleasure Time TraeM Agency. Me 
Welcomee John Randal and Frank Edward to 
beautiful Bowing Green where you can dance 
the night away until 4:00 am'?' Have a great 
Super Bowl game1 
Love, your hoateaa, 
Laura »Dek*e 
PS John. Happy 3 year Anntveraary. I love 
you' Dae 
RUSH DELTA UPSaLON 
ENTERTAINMENT WTE 
Pool   Tournament.    Fooeba).    Mud   Wreea- 
<vj.7 00 Tuesday Night 
CHECK IT OUT 
PUSH RUSH RUSH MJ*H RUSH RUSH RUSH 
DELTA UPSHON 
THE ONLY NON-SECRET FRATERNITY 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
DELTA UPSH.ON 
THE ONLY NON-SECRET FRATERNITY 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
SAVE YOUR MONEY 
Movie poster. B-W pictures, buttons, coca-cola 
items. Monkeee and Beatlee colecttnes etc 
on sale xi the Union's Ohio SuHe on Fab. 2,3, 
and 4. Sam 16% wkh ttaa ad Sponsored by 
the AD CLUB 
SHELLY 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PHI MU-PHI 
TAU   LAVAUERWG   TO   PAT    WE   THINK 
THAT'S JUST THUPER TtlWEETtEl WE LOVE 
YOUI 
MAC, UN, CHRIS, TER, TY, BARN. JEFF 
Spring Break Hurry' Limited specs avsaeble « 
meee number one rolaulaf beach and ski 
deetxwtlona South Padre Island. Daytona 
Beech. Steamboat Springe. Miami Beach-Fort 
LaudartWe, Mustang Island-Port Aranaaa, 
Galveelon island and Fort Walton Beach Cal 
Sunchau Tours Central Spring Break Tea Free 
Hot Une Today for Information and reservations 
1 800-321-5811! 
SUNBREAK  17 
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA 
MARCH 20-28. 18*7 
MM 
TRIP INCLUDES 
■ACCOMODATIONS AT PENROO PLAZA 
■ROUND   TRIP   MOTORCOACH 
TRANSPORTATION 
■POOLSIDE CONCERTS 
175 deposit required with sign-up 
Sign-up In UAO Office, 3rd flax Union 
The Sisters of Kappa Dana would Ike lo con- 
gratusrte TERESA ZIMMERMAN on being 
selected to Whoa Who. 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta would Ike to con- 
gratutate Bath Mack on her KD-SAE srvaserlng 
The Women of Alpha XI Delta 
Get reedy lo check in a! the PMI PSI Regency 
Hotel   limousine wl arrive promptly at BOO 
p.m. 
The PN Pels 
TO ALL MY FRIENDS 
Thanks for al your support. 
Love, JS 
"HEY. BRYAN" 
Lazziebeer miaaad you and so did I 
Welcome beck' 
Love. Cheryl 
"NEWS''   AS   YOU'VE   NEVER   SEEN   IT 
BEFORE 
AND HOPEFULLY YOU'LL NEVER SEE AGAIN 
EXPLODING   SHEEP   PRODUCTIONS 
PRESENT: 
"THE RETURN OF THE MONDAY RAO" 
COMING MONDAY TO A NEWSSTANO NEAR 
YOU. 
RATED "S" (FOR JUST PLAIN SILLYI) 
WANTED 
1 female to sublease apt lo immediately Ctoee 
lo campus. Fab rent paid CM Lynn 353-5513 
after 5 00 
1 non-smoking female needed lo sublease 
apeitiiienl for spring semester. Cal Kathy 
353-0651  
DESPERATELY SEEKING' 
a female roommate for spring semester 
Location:   1510 Ctough SI . University visage 
Apartments   Please contact Tamara Dewttt at 
1-474-1821 oi Cathy BeHxxe al 354-0642 
NON SMOKING FEMALE NEEDED AS 4TH AT 
BUFF APARTMENTS S425 FOR SEMESTER 
CALL 354-2234 
One mass needed to share one arjactoue apart- 
ment with two graduate students S180 per 
month   Including   utility,   own   bedroom 
353-0717 
Urgently need male roommate 
Cal 354-0842. 
Wanted Male roommate, non-smoking. $125 
pertmonth. low utaties 353-1828 after 10.00 
p.m. 
WANTED: MALE OR FEMALE SINGER 
TO JOIN ROCK and ROLL BAND 
WITH AN EMPHASIS ON ORIGINAL 
MATERIAL CALL 874-7786 
WANTED ONE NONSMOKING MALE OR 
FEMALE TO RENT WTTH 2 PERSONS VERY 
CLOSE TOCAMPUI! INEXPENSIVE! 1887-88 
CALL 3725854 NOWI 
HELP WANTED 
ABUNES CRUtSEUNES HIRING! 
Summer. Career! Good Pay. Travel. 
Cal for Guide. Cassette. Newsservice' 
(916) 944 4444 Ext 2 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
Are you a loving, nurturing parson who enjoys 
sporvSng tana with children? Live m lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy exceeent 
solertee. benefits, your own "vmg quarters and 
emlted working hours Your round-trip transpor- 
tatton la provided. One year commitment 
necessary CM or write Mrs Ftsch. Chedcere 
Placement Service. Inc. (CCPS). 149 
Buckmneter Rd . Brooklne. MA 02148 (817) 
566-6294 
GREAT PART TIME OPPORTUNITY Gam EX- 
PERCNCE and EARN MONEY wNa> working 
on Fortune 600 Companies Marketing Pro- 
grams on campus1 Flexx>le hours each week. 
Cal 1-800-821-1540 
Katy'e Msnd Bar 8 On looking lor Reetaxxent 
Marvjnemoot majors Interested xi tood service 
and kitchen prep lor '87 summer aaeeon Houe- 
mg reeafill Sand raoume to: P.O. Box 787, 
KeaVs Msnd, OH 43438  
Make hundreds weekly maakig drcusral No 
quotas! Limits' Rush sen addroeeed stamped 
envelope: Am Mar 284 Robertson. Oapt. P6 
Beverty Ha*e. CA 90211. 
PART-TIME PERSONNEL NEEDED TO 
OPERATE GAMWG TABLES *F YOU FANCY 
YOURSELF AS SENG ADEPT WITH CARDS. 
FIOULETTE WHEELS. LUCE, ETC., WE MAY 
HAVE A PART-TIME CROUPIER POSITION 
FOR YOU M THE HOTTEST ENTERTAINMENT 
FACILITY M THE TOLEDO AREA. EN- 
TtllJSlASriC. FUf4-LOVING, HARO-WOFttUNQ 
COLLEGE STUDENTS WELCOME CALL 
874-2221, 9 AM TO 4 PM MONDAY 
TtMOUQH -IrtUBSOAV. 
"MOW^HOTELS, Crusialnoe. AltSneo. 
Af-WsMWatwl Pwrin, Now tcc^fMnQ tftptotttont 
lor MNMf PHsja, WimN(n, 4*10 emir po*w 
Bon«. FOf irnn InfotrnaHon md >n tf0UOtKtH 
•ft mton* Cofcigtli n>cr.Won S«vltw. 
PO Box 9074; mon H—d, 8C MW> 
SPfWNO BREAK JAMAICA 
Prottcl MarMQ*x rMsMtod 
FREE vacation plus SIS 
1-800-237-2081 
WANTED: Roommate to suClssas lor spring 
semester Own room. Close to campus CM 
364-0938 or 363-9T08.  
FOR SALE 
'76 Camera • looks I runs greet, no rue! 
bronze-gold metsSc 306 auto, ex Todd 
823-7016*1.850 
1981 PonaacTIOOO 
Vary good oondMon 
Price reduced 352-0156 
1983 Mercury Lynx Hatchback 
AM-FM Cassette with entene boos! 
62.000 mass Price negotlebie  372-2972 
2 pen men's ski boots  stzo 9 1-2 
1 men's hookey heenel Cat 353-6912 
Bar eghts lor sale Any beer brand Pncee range 
• 16-26. CM 354-1813 
Can you buy Jeapa. Cars. 4 X 41 seized m 
drug raids tor under S100 007 Cal for tacta to 
day 602-837-3401   Ext S 299 
FOR SALE-Dorm size refrigerator   865 or best 
offer! Cel Lies st 353-2829 
For Sase-Uaed Sola. Chan. Coffee I End 
tables lamps 352-0845 
IBM PC Msbr 256K  Color Monitor. Software 
nduded S400 Cel 354 1339 
MMary overcoats, field pjoxeta, and service 
isckela Vary warm and inexpanelve 
353-0321 
MUSI SELL 
Student needs money for books. 
1988 JVC R-X-400 Receiver  (Black) 
TOP OF THE UNE 
8 months ok). Uet $620 wl take S420 
Musi see to befceve' 
352-4981, John 
Sherp portable typewriter LCD dUpiay. 8 5 K 
bytes. AC or DC Musi sal tor spring break 
$ 180 (Wl task) 372-3356 
TCCtfaCS CASSETTE DECK-SI 75 
COUST1C El EOUAUZER-S85 
SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS-* 160 
CALL TROY AT 354-7633 
Went to sed or trade my 21" Curtis Methes con 
sols color TV with stereo speskers lor a GOOD 
19" color TV 372-1435. sax for Rob 
FOR RENT 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments 
For 2-4 etudenta 
Office hours 10 am. -3 pm 
Located 318 E. Merry. No 3 
For more Info or appointment 
Phone 352-7365 anytime 
Also summer rentala 
Attractive 1 bedroom apartment on quiet cut de 
sac FREE HEAT. AC. private pabo 354-2905 
BUFF APARTMENTS ARE NOW RENTING 
FOR School Year 87-88 and summer 87; tur- 
KMtad 2 bedroom spsrlments. Cable televi- 
sion, air conditioning, laundry, and etorage 
Ill—Ill available. Rant Is 1584 per semester 
■Ml four people during school year 87-88. 
Summer rant Is 1500 per apartment. Call Tax 
slier 5:00 p.m. at 882-7182 
Female Student Needed to II house new cam- 
pus Avsaabte now Tenant wl take reasonable 
oflet 352-7385 
FOR I : One mala 
Big two 0 
ate needed tor 
•oat 
ooaaalilili furnished with air conditioning, 
heat aad hot weter Price tar entire aprlng 
•emeeter la $441- 1150 security deposit will 
lake $500-$t50 security deposit. Located in 
Campus Manor Apartments. For further Infor- 
mation cad collect et 218888-7810 ask lor 
Ksfth or leave message et 218-842-8581. 
Fumiehod ttfeiency 
Complete with color TV. Cable end HBO. Al 
uSMea paid Weal tor upperdaasman or 
graduates Semester leases BG s lineal 
apartment value S320 per month Phone 
354 3182 or 352-1820 
House for rant. 1-4 borm. apt summer only 
and 1-2 bdrm. apt. summer and-or fal Low 
aa. 362-2932 evenings 
Houses 8 Apta ctoee to campus lor Summer 
1887 and 1967-88 echod yew  1-267-3341 
Houses 1 6 2 bedroom fumiehod apta for 
summer 1 ig8' 88 school yew S S V Rentals. 
352-7454. 
Large single room with own bath 
refrigerator end cooking Ansaapla now 
Phone 352-7385 
Newly Bust 3 Bedroom apartments, two ful 
baths, ctoee to campus, daxtwsaher. 9.5 and 
12 months Cal 353-2843 
Newty carpeted 2 bdrm apta  Heel tumashed 
Avatsbfa now. 352-3446. 
ONE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLET 
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS (BEHIND 
DEXTER-SI IF INTERESTED CALL 352-2814 
OR 372-1195. 
Stave Smith Apartment Rentass-Houaaa and 
Duplsxee lor 1987 88 school yaw 352-8917 
COOP CORNER 
ntweeted In s co-op or Intemohlp for Summer? 
Need wont experience and donl know how to 
gat 17 Plan on ettendxvg a tew of our seeelona: 
Jan 28 Resume Proofing, 1 00 3 00 p m. 
Jan 27 Resume Writing 9 00-10 00 am Jan 
26 "How to Find Your Own Co-op' 
7:00 to 9:00 p.m , 615 Ufa Science 
Jen 26 rtoauma Proofing. 12:00-2:00 p.m 
Union Cafeteria 
Jan 29 Msrvtavrlng Tips. 3:00 to 4:00 p.m 
Feb 9 WALT DISNEY IS CCIM»*3' More detail 
to Mow. 
Sessions he*! xi Coop office.  238  Admm 
BUg . 372-2461. ursaee specific room la men- 
■oned above. 
Wareetad In a co-op or IrsaxnsNp for Summer? 
Need work exparienoa an) don l know how to 
gat X? Plan on ettendkig one ol our miormelkyi 
eeestone to Marl your fas January 20 9:30 AM 
or 10:30 AM 
January 22 9:30 AM or 10:30 AM 
Smlona held in Co-op Office. 238 Admin 
BUg. 372 245! 
Local company wants Junior or Senior 
Marketing student part-time Spring Semeeter 
Pays S5 00-hour Cs* Dana M 372-2481. 
Looking tor senior Productxvi.-Oceraaons 
Mgmt. student to work tor large auto facafty In 
Penyeburg. OH Uuat be near graduation and 
abas to work 40 hrs per weak. $9 -10 00 pat 
l> Cal 372-2461 
VrMNngton agency Soph or Jr oomputar 
ademca or MIS makva w«h 2 76 GPA wtaxvj to 
do three work iealpnmeilll before umlsBliai 
Housing • arranged trsnsportatoon la provx) 
ad. A ipaoM tuteon program ■ i saatll upon 
return to campus Also, a aummer program la 
■ Mill for graduate students Interviews wl 
be on campus CM 372-2461 or slop by 23S 
Aorreri. Btdg tor more Informstion 
op(*s~ 
Friday, January 23,1987 
■ 
Slide into the weekend 
••Thrills on Bill's Hill — p. !•• 
••Movies in Review — p. 5»» 
■*\i.■ -.   ■-•■.. 
••Winter Break for farmers — p. 8" 
.-. '.';'■.:::.::'...:.: •...:...::■'...:•.:.■  ^8 
Campus Comments 
Did you make any New Year's resolutions? 
1^1 
f^h 
LMF 
Louise Kukucko grod student from       Kevin Schonaver sophomore history Patrice Prince senior sales major from     Jerry Hegner junior sports manage- 
Wakeman "No. I didn't make any."        major from Cincinnati: "I made one to Cleveland: "I didn't make a one."         ment ma|or from Warren: "I mode one 
get a 3.0 and quit smoking to lose ten pounds." 
Friday Interviews by Dene** Jones Friday photos by Amy Klzer and Chip Thomson 
Innovative students 
convert food troys to sleighs 
by Kelly Vaughn 
Friday staff reporter 
Snow, cold weather and -runny 
noses can bring back childhood 
memories of school cancellations, 
snowball fights and sled riding. How- 
ever, while some students stay Inside 
and reminisce, others return to their 
childhood by sledding down the hill 
on Forest Creoson Golf Course, com- 
monly referred to as Bill's Hill. 
They do It on cafeteria trays. 
Jeff Wallace, junior accounting 
major, offered several tips on fraying. 
You should wear a long coat to 
prevent getting snow down your 
pants." It you use candle wax or 
furniture polish on the bottom of the 
tray, you can go a lot faster. 
"Sitting Indian-style on the tray and 
having someone push you makes you 
spin down the hill," said junior el- 
ementary education major Linda 
Lloyd. "Don't forget to dress warm and 
wear earmuffs." 
Lloyd advises sledders to "leave 
your keys In your car, not your pocket, 
because they are very easy to lose." 
There Is a bump at the bottom of the 
hill that stops your tray, but not your 
body. "I mastered two back flips and 
landed on my feet." said Wallace. "If 
you go down on your stomach and 
don't drag your feet, you go very fost, 
hit the bump, fly off and get the wind 
knocked out of you. ft can create 
nausea If you've been drinking." 
Lloyd dragged her feet the first time 
to slow her down. "You never make It 
all the way down the hill without 
falling off." 
Mona Pugh. assistant director of 
Food Operations, said that there Is no 
way to tell how many frays are taken 
from the cafeteria for sledding. "A lot 
of them are carried out and pitched 
In dormitories. That's the reason for 
carry-out trays," she said. 
One hundred and seventy-two 
dozen replacement trays at $46 a 
dozen In one year Is the record. At 
one time, students could sign out the 
dingy brown bolta trays from their 
front desks to use for sledding, but 
people didn't turn them back in. Pugh 
said the blue plexiglass trays don't 
slide as well as the bolta trays. 
The Athletic Department allows 
sledding on the side of the hill not 
Friday photo by Bob Upton 
DavM Uckdycko, senior polrhcal science major, races down NTs 
II at Creason Ootf Course on the mult-purpose cafeteria tray. 
The thrill of flying down the hill may 
crash abruptly If the campus police 
show up. 
Traylng can be a violation because 
trays ore not supposed to be taken 
out of the cafeterias. Police can ticket 
the "trayers" for petty theft. The fines 
are whatever the judge Imposes, plus 
court charges of about $35. 
facing 1-75. 
Norm Jlmison, groundskeeper, said 
there Is "minimal damage" from sled- 
ders. They rope off areas such as the 
eleventh green to keep people off. 
Jlmison sold the most damage Is 
done by cars running over the golf 
course, but the fences usually keep 
them off. 
r 
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Learning Japanese work ethics 
by Christopher Smith 
Friday staff reporter 
Think of a city that hat oodles of 7-Elevens, 
McDonalds, Wendys, Red Lobsters and Dennys. And 
lots of people. Millions. Where are you — Chicago 
or New York? Try Tokyo. 
Such was the surprising similarity that struck 
Sheila Spradlln, senior International business and 
marketing major from Tiffin, when she went to 
Japan last year (August 12 to December 12). 
Her ticket there was a business Internship Ini- 
tiated by Tsuneo Akaha of the political science 
department. 
The company offering the Internship, Teraoka 
Seiko (not of watch fame), chose Spradlln on the 
basis of an Interview and her essay about why she 
wanted to participate. 
But once chosen, she wasn't quite sure she 
wanted to go. "At tirst I thought I'd go for sure but It 
was kind of scary. But eventually I just decided to 
go with It." she said- 
Cost wasn't much of a problem because the 
company, known as Dlgl outside of Japan, made 
living arrangements and paid the rent. They also 
paid Spradlln 70 thousand yen per month. "It's not 
as much as you think," she laughed. (It comes out to 
roughly $465.) Spradlln paid for the plane ticket 
($805 roundfrlp) and half the utilities, plus food. 
"The food's realty expensive, like four dollars for a 
hamburger and fries." she said. And while the 
American food chains were available. Spradlln 
said she ate a fair amount of Japanese cuisine, 
such as raw fish and rice. 
Spradlln also Indulged In the Japanese way to 
conduct business. A typical day at Dlgl began with 
group exercises. "It woke us up each morning," the 
said. For her, a typical work week of 50 hours 
Involved working on projects, writing and proof- 
reading English business letters, and demonstrating 
the company's digital scale products. 
Working at Dlgl revealed to her the secret' of 
Japan's success In the business world. "Now I 
understand (the) Japanese and their work ethics a 
lot more. It's really hard to understand how Japan Is 
so    successful   In   the   business   world 
until you 
work there 
and you real- 
ize they work 
12 hours a 
day and six 
days a week 
and they 
don't com- 
plain about 
working. 
Their whole 
fife centers 
around their 
work — I'm 
nof sure 
that's the 
way I want to 
go about It," 
she giggled. 
Friday photo by Mike MeCune Company 
Sheila Spradlln wortt    ,Klmf1 
the only thing that kept her busy. 
"I taught English classes at night. The Japanese 
have to learn English from an early age, so they 
were all pretty good. I got to understand how 
difficult English Is. One of the most common ques- 
tions is, 'When do you use look, see and watch?' 
and It was so hard to answer," she said. 
Because Japanese Is her specialty, Spradlln alto 
found It difficult to keep the two languages sepa- 
rate. She recalls talking to people back In the states 
and having Japanese phrases seep Into the con- 
versation. 
"If took a while to get It (Japanese) out of my 
head because a lot of words were automatic. Now 
• 
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If s (a matter of) trying to remember the Japanese 
again," she said. 
A number of cultural distinctions made living In 
Japan a bit hard to get used to at first. "One of the 
biggest differences was that they made all the 
decisions together and the/re hesitant to give their 
own Ideas. They weren't as Individualistic as we 
are. They liked to have the support of the group." 
she noted. 
Tokyo's Immense size (12 million inhabitants) 
offered a more tangible difference. "It's so very, 
very crowded that subways are about the only way 
to get around (effectively). They have people hired 
to push you on to the trains so you can ill everyone 
on. After a while you got used to It and found It was 
the only way to go," she said. 
"Once I went to Mt. Fu|l — about 61 kilometers 
from where I was at — by car. It took us six hours to 
get home because It was so crowded. We could 
have literally walked faster," she said. 
Apartments are Inversely proportional In size to 
the city. Huge city, tiny apartments. Both are 
crowded. 
"They teased me at work and told me my apart- 
ment was growing 'cause the first time I walked Into 
It I'm like. 'If t so smallf and then, after I got to see 
other people's apartments I realized my apartment 
was pretty big. Then whenever my friends and I 
wanted to get together (it's) like, 'Let's go to Sheila's 
'cause she's got the biggest apartment," Spradlln 
laughed. 
Spradlln noted that Tokyo's crime rate Is very low 
despite Its size. "It's very safe. I could go home at 12 
o'clock at night and not be worried. I felt a lot safer 
In Tokyo than I do In Bowling Green," she added. 
She received a welcoming party and two fare- 
well parties (one from her coworkers and one from 
her English students). "I really miss them all." she 
said. 
Dexter 
presents a classic 
case of styling. 
Totem - Women's 
Navajo • Men's 
Dexter handaewn shoes are traditionally 
designed, high-quality shoes Made from fine 
leathers  Hand stitched by master crafUmen 
In styles that never go out of style. 
Oet your hands on a pair of Dexter hand- 
sewn classics Because Dexter makes more 
handsewn shoes than anyone else in America 
llfvV 
jL66y7HO€7) 
145 N. Main 353-8942 
-__ 
BSa.                   |   SINGERS •DANCERS-INSTRUMENTALISTS 
IzHv      /    TECHN|C,ANS*VARItTY "FORMERS 
^^^#       King* Productions, the world's #1 producer of 
vfl        live entertoinment, is holding auditions for the 
^K      spectacular 1987 season at KINGS ISLAND, 
^t^H      Cincinnati, Ohio 
K^^Hfe^flf                Poy ,$ good and |obs are plenty (we'll even 
■^^^^^^k     provide one round trip airfare if you're hired to 
^A work at a park over 250 miles from your home). 
^m   Make your audition a show we con'l do wifhoutl 
Give us your best a*: 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 
Tuesdoy, January 27 
University of Michigan; Michigan Union; Kuenzel Room 
Singers: 1 - 2 PM; Dancers; 3 - 4 PM 
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, & Technician's-1 - 4 PM 
1    .-, J&&?  ■ 
^*^S_   - 1      'or oddAonal owdrtxyi .Mo<motiO" 
\s'//      1      ***•* *'°&x*x*                                            800/544 5464 
[      KINGS    ISLAND    -    KINGS    DOMINION   •   (AIOWINDS 
*v^       |      CANADA'S        WONDERLAND        •        GREAT        AMERICA 
KEYS'     AUSTRALIA'S "WONDERLAND   <    K "«qi   Prodwt !.*o«vJ* > ' 
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Full of hot air to keep campus warn 
by Kelly Rose 
Friday stall reporter 
The tall smokestack near the Ad- 
ministration building may be an eye- 
sore, but It happens to be a very 
Integral part ol our campus. The 250- 
loot stack Is part ol a heating plant 
that supplies heat to 80 percent ol the 
buildings on campus. 
The plant was built In 1949, and 14 
people work there to maintain the 
machinery Inside which creates heat. 
They put coal Into boilers to create 
steam, which Is directed Into the 
classrooms and offices as a source of 
heat. Because of this Immense task, 
five boilers are each required to put 
out from 20,000 to 100,000 pounds of 
steam per hour. 
That sounds very beneficial to the 
University, but what about the ash 
fallout the green signs In the nearby 
parking lot warn about? 
Paul Vollmar, stationary engineer, 
said the signs are there because "we 
can't prove there's nothing coming 
out of the stack." He said ashes are 
caused by burned coal which rises 
up the stack, but an electrostatic 
precipltator takes out most of the ash. 
Vollmar said that It ash fallout exists, 
it consists mostly of sulfur, which would 
eat the paint oft of cars. 
photo by Mlko McCurw 
Engineer Thorton Johnson stokes a furnace at the hooting plant. Every tour hours, the ashes are 
dumped Into rho basomont and now coal Is poured Into the furnace and Ignited. Later, vacuums suck the 
ashes Into silos, where they are hauled away when the silos become full. 
Now you can for as little as 
RENT-A-CAR 
DISHGP 
Bowling Green, OH. 
352-5271 Toledo 246-9592 
$16 
a day! 
95 
plus 16* 
a mile 
CAMPUS     nnsvs) 
FILMS WJU^ 
3rd floor Union 
372-2343 
7:30 pm 
Eva 
Marie 
Saint 
Theater 
$1.50 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
SHOWS 
ITANLLY KUBRICK I 
Midnight 
Eva Marie 
Saint Theater 
$1.50 
n -isji i inw I iiir*! 
Christopher Trakas 
Baritone 
Tuesday Jan. 27,1987 
8:00 p.m. 
Bryan Recital Hall 
MMAC 
All Seats $5 
call 372-8171 
Box Office Open Weekdays 
10:30-2:30 
—s- .. -   ■ — 
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* *  Critic's Corner   * • 
Though billed as a thriller, it's not one 
by Caroline Longer and 
Diane Wonderly 
It's billed as an exotic romantic 
thriller and all the elements are there 
to make It one: there's sexual chemis- 
try between the leading couple, 
plenty of violence and gore, a dash ol 
high society splendor mixed with un- 
derworld vermin, and a down and 
dirty chase scene. 
However, Trl-Star Pictures' holiday 
release, No Mercy, tailed to keep the 
viewers at the edge ot their seats. The 
reaction was rather like "wow ... to 
what?" 
The film begins In Chicago where, 
through a drug bust, tough-cop Eddie 
Jlllette (Richard Gere) and his partner 
Joel Collins (Gary Basaraba) learn 
someone Is out to rent a "hitman." 
By concentrating really hard and 
waiting lor the movie to progress, It Is 
possible to figure out that Michel (Kim 
Baslnger) and Paul Deveneux (Terry 
Klnney), are planning to knock oft 
Losado (Jeroen Krabbe), a brutal 
crlmelord who "owns" Michel. 
By the end of the evening, Collins Is 
murdered by Losado In Michel's hotel 
suite. Meanwhile, Deveneux Is blown 
up in his car moments after Jlllette 
escapes to hide under 30 head of 
cattle. 
When the shooting stops long 
enough for Jlllette to get out of the 
cow pasture to rejoin his partner, it's 
too late — Collins Is dead — and 
Michel Is gone. He vows to avenge his 
partner's butchering and believes if 
he finds Michel, he will be able to see 
that Justice Is served. 
The trail to vengence starts In Baton 
Rouge, La., at the Deveneux mansion 
where an Interview with Paul's cold 
cousin, Allen (William Atherton), 
doesn't provide Jlllette with much 
Information. It does, however, inspire 
him to plow Into Allen's Mercedes. 
(The Chicago Police Department 
picks up the tab later). 
Next, Jlllette Is pounding the beat in 
the streets of New Orleans where the 
area police aren't happy to see him 
and tell him to head home. Instead, 
he goes to the mythical underworld of 
Algiers, set In the swampy bavou. 
Stow and stimulating rhythms ema- 
nating from jazz cafes and strip joints 
eventually lead Jlllette to Michel. She 
Is dancing as If In a trance In the Blue 
Parrot. The club's logo Is not unlike the 
tattoo on the back of her shoulder. 
Beautiful,   sexy,   well-dressed  and 
With hit hand cuffed to hers.Eddle Jlllette (Richard Gere) leads Michel 
(Kim iaslnger) through the swamps ot the Louisiana 107011. 
well-spoken Michel has never been 
outside the contol of the powerful 
Losado. She was given to him at age 
13 by her mother. 
Losado apparently loves her and 
would do anything for her and re- 
minds her of this often. Even when he 
silts open someone's throat he says It 
Is for her benefit. He obvlousely does 
not believe education would help her 
because he has kept her so Ignorant 
she can barely write her name. 
If she tries to run again, Losado 
promises to show her "no mercy." 
Michel doesn't need to run away a 
second time — destiny Is on her side. 
Jlllette handcuffs her In the women's 
bathroom of the Blue Parrot. 
They try to make their way out of the 
"biker" bar without being noticed. 
But, ot course, they are seen and then 
chased all the way Into the crocodile- 
filled swamp where they spend the 
night on a stolen canoe. 
The movie takes many more confus- 
ing twists and turns, leaving the audi- 
ence responsible for interpreting the 
backround of each scene. It Is not 
always an easy task. 
On the other hand, It's expected 
from the start that Losado will be 
killed. Jlllette and Michel will have 
sex, and the leading couple will fall in 
love and live happily ever after. 
But If Michel can hardly read and 
write, how will she survive In Jlllette's 
one bedroom Chicago apartment 
while he Is out playing cop? 
Inventor turns fire to ice while audience squirms 
by Amy Klzer 
Friday reporter 
Ever noticed that movie seats get very uncom- 
fortable when you're watching a boring movie? 
Well, that's what I remember about "The Mos- 
quito Coast." I also remember some beautiful 
scenery and cute kids. Oh, and then there's the 
message of the movie which has a lot to do with 
America and dreams — but I was so bored by 
the end that I didn't care. All I wanted to see was 
the credits. 
The movie Is adapted from Paul 
Theroux's novel. Director Peter Weir 
and star Harrison Ford join together 
again after creating the movie "Wit- 
ness." 
My friends and I went to this movie 
with the expectation that we would 
enjoy It as much as we had "Witness." 
It did start out with promise as Ford's 
character, Allie Fox, tinkered with 
Inventions and spoke about his disil- 
lusionment with America. 
Soon after, he Invents a machine that creates 
Ice from Are and explains to his son that Ice Is the 
key to civilization. After the asparagus farmer 
down the road says he has no use for Fox's 
Invention, Fox decides It's time to leave America 
and head for the lungles — after all, think of what 
a little Ice can do for the tropics. 
What got me at this point was his family's 
reaction. He circled a spot on the map — the 
Mosquito Coast - and his family cheerily let) the 
dishes In the sink, packed their bags and 
, boarded a freighter as It they were taking a 
we#klang.telpJo-DUnay-WorJd.Jlu!. they don't 
Harrison Ford 
exactly find Fantasyland once they reach their 
destination. 
Fox buys an abandoned town called Jero- 
nimo and proclaims himself mayor, but after 
traveling up the river to find It, he and his family 
discover only a few dilapidated shacks In an 
overgrown lungle clearing. 
However, under the direction of Fox, the family 
and Jeronlmo natives build a complete set- 
tlement for themselves, Including one very large 
civilized Ice maker. 
Following some rather major setbacks that 
bring the family uncomfortably close to death, 
Fox still refuses to give up his dream — despite 
the pleadings of his family and the 
basic laws ot common sense. He Is a 
man losing control of himself, and his 
family must struggle with their feelings 
for him. 
The movie Itself Is narrated by Fox's 
older son Charlie (River Phoenix), who 
becomes a stabilizing force In the 
family while wrestling with the Image 
he has of his father. Also pulled along 
by  their father's  dream   ore  twin 
daughters, April and Clover (Hilary and Re- 
becca Gordon), and a younger son, Jerry (Ja- 
drien Steele). Lastly, there Is the Incredibly 
accepting wile (Helen Mlrren) whom I found for 
too soft-spoken. 
As I mentioned before, there Is some beautiful 
scenery, but a National Geographic might be a 
more entertaining way to get a glimpse of the 
Jungle — and you won't have to spend two hours 
In an uncomfortable seat. Oh, and by the way, 
much of the movie was filmed In Belize. I saw that 
In the credits I had waited so long for them to 
appear, that I was sure to mOkome most of them. 
'Dirty Harry1 fans lament 
Eastwood flick a heartbreaker 
by Kely Rose 
Friday slat! reporter 
Clint Eastwood Is a veteran actor of action films, 
but his newest release. "Heartbreak Ridge." Is a big 
disappointment to his fans. 
The movie was publicized as having all the 
action and suspense of a "Dirty Harry" film but It just 
does not live up to my expectations of what his 
movies should be. 
Although Eastood produced and directed 
"Heartbreak Ridge," he still could not save the dull 
script or the meaningless plot. The movie centers 
around Eastwood as Marine Gunnery Sgt. Tom 
Highway In his attempt to straighten up a platoon of 
lazy Marines. He manages to turn them Into real 
soldiers by using his own Intense method of train- 
ing. These training scenes bring a small amount of 
action to the screen. 
Unfortunately, all of the real action Is shown In the 
short previews of the movie. Ten minutes ol a few 
gunshots and mediocre special effects do not save 
the lagging plot. 
Eastwood also has to deal with his ex-wlfe, played 
by Marsha Mason, who resists his attempts at a 
reconciliation. Can you Imagine Eastwood trying to 
be romantic? Mason does manage to portray her 
character well, but she can't save the movie, either. 
If you're a real fan of Eastwood, the movie Is not a 
total disaster because he Is still In top acting shape, 
although he Is finally beginning to show his age. 
Too bad the mayor of Carmel, Calif., can't use his 
Influence to get a better script. I'll just stick to my 
reruns of his "Dirty Harry" films. 
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Entertainment update 
Frankly my dear, we could see Gone wilh the Wtndal Eva Mori* Saint 
Theater of 7:30 p.m. tonight or Saturday. Admission Is $1.50 with student 10. 
Sponsored by the University Activities Organization 
The UAO weekend midnight movie take* a bizarre look Into the future 
wtth A Oockwo/k Orange The cutt lllm casts $1.50 wtth student ID. 
* * « 
Culture - tor hee? Sure, a concert tonight at 0 m Kobacker Hall given 
by the BGSU Symphonic Bond under the direction of Mat* S. Kefty, wtth 
guest conductor/composer Claude I. Smith. 
The BOSU Concert Band, conducted by Jay C. Jookson. will present the 
latest in bond music In Kobacker Hall at 11 a.m. Saturday during a tree 
concert. 
* * * 
Watch this guy raise hfs voice on Jon. 27. The owordwtnning baritone 
Christopher Trakas wUI be teotured as port o» the University's Young 
Concert Artist Series. Tickets are $S. 
DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS 
TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS 
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE. 
DOUBLES 
10    cheese puras only   '5 15 
Addmona) topotngs OS* 
Two   12    cheese   cwm   on)y   "6 95 
Additional loppogs *l 40 
Two   14    cheese tuna* only   '9 2'J 
Addrhonal toprx»gs '' '5 
ADDITIONAL  TOPPINGS 
Onrons Oree* Peppers P*ppe*om 
. Beef   SeUMQ*. BeCOO 
Muewoomt BUck OMl Hoi Peppers 
Double Che«M Ertra TTxck C'uai 
Ertra Sauce Free 
ve*. we can do ingle ows 
Ci'i now and gel iwo 
pn/as to> a special price 
Dommo s P»«a Doubles 
We custom make each 
pi//a wilh lop qu-iniy 
ingredients so you can 
order di'lerent toppings 
on each il you Itke Your 
Dommo s Pif/a Doubles 
will be delivered tree 
hoi arm delicious m less 
ihan 30 mmules 
Our drivets carry less 
than $2000 
Limited delivery area 
352-1539 
16I9E Wooeler 
Hours 
• lam 2«m Sun Wed 
1i am 3am Thura Sal 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
DOUBLES. 
Cost-cutter price 
does not entice 
by Betsy Smith 
Friday start reporter 
Everyone Is familiar with the phrose, 
"I'm just a poor college student," and 
In most cases It Is not very far from 
wrong. Because most people pay to 
attend college, there usually Is not a 
lot ol extra spending money to throw 
around. Students who live In apart- 
ments often pay more for rent and 
food than those students living on 
campus. 
It Is easy to think that because living 
off campus can be more expensive, 
students would cut corners In any way 
possible. Not so. When It comes to 
eating, students do not cut the cor- 
ners all the way to generic food. 
Bill Meyer, sophomore design ma 
|or. lives off campus and does not buy 
generic Items. "I've tried generic 
foods before and I think that the 
quality Is different," he said. 
Another apartment dweller, Mark 
Nagy, senior psychology major, only 
buys generic bleach. According to 
Nagy, bleach Is bleach. "Maybe It's a 
misconception thai It's lower quality 
but I guess I'm brand loyal," Nagy 
said. 
Julie Bell, junior public relations 
major, said, "I prefer better quality 
food and I'm willing to pay for It." 
Generic food has slowly been leav- 
ing the shelves In the grocery stores. 
In 1982 generics hit their peak in sales 
when Inflation and recession were 
hurting the consumer. According to 
the Journal of Retailers, generics cur- 
rently account for less than 1 percent 
of total lood store dollar volume. 
Why such a decrease In generic 
purchases? Customers today are 
looking for convenience, service and 
quality. These are not the needs ge- 
neric products were designed to 
meet. Since each grocery retailer 
buys generic products from different 
suppliers at different times, quality 
varies. The lack of consistency Is a 
problem. 
Wayne McKee, co-manager of the 
Foodtown Super Market, 1044 N. Main 
St., said customers get upset when the 
some product tastes different from 
time to time. 
m 
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"I've tried generic 
foods before and I think 
that the quality 1$ differ- 
ent" — Bill Meyer 
The main advantage of the generic 
product Is that the prices are much 
lower than brand name products. It Is 
easy to charge less for low cost man- 
ufacturing, simple packaging, and 
few, If any, advertisements. 
The disadvantage Is the quality. 
According to Business Week mag- 
azine, price goes with quality: prod- 
ucts with high standards have high 
prices. 
"People are very cautious when It 
comes to products they eat," accord- 
ing to Business Week. 
MEADOWVIEW COURTS      I 
352-1195 214 Napoleon 
Housing Openings 
••• Available Immediately ••• 
One 2 bedroom 
furnished apartment 
$270/mo. 
plus gas and electric 
All residents will be granted the 
privilege of using the Cherry-wood 
Health Spa located on 8th and High St. 
:¥: 
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Light load in cold 
by Meg Hanczrlk 
Friday staff reporter 
City folks are used to working every 
day of the year at the tame job and 
getting a paycheck at least once a 
month. But what about farmers? When 
the weather It nice they can be seen 
working on their farms. What do they 
do In the winter when snow covers the 
ground? 
Kathy Covert, sophomore account- 
"Depending on how 
many acres a farmer 
owns, actual farmwork 
can take anywhere 
from four to six months" 
— Kathy Covert 
Ing major, said, "Depending on how 
many acres a farmer owns, actual 
farmwork can take anywhere from 
four to six months. On our farm, we 
usually plant the corn In May and 
harvest It In November. In July we 
harvest our wheat and the beans are 
harvested In September." 
"After we harvest our crops," Covert 
said, "we store them In grain bins, 
wait, and watch the grain markets. 
When we're satisfied that we could 
get a good price, we sell. We reinvest 
most of the money In the next season." 
Money Is not as much a problem as 
one would think. Matt Baumgardner, 
sophomore undecided major 
said, "Rather than get a paycheck 
every two weeks, we get one big 
paycheck when we sell our crops 
which usually Is enough to last the 
entire year." 
Janet Covert, freshman executive 
secretarial major added. "We don't 
have to sell everything at the same 
time. Some farmers sell a little bit at a 
time. We still have some crops left 
over from last year." 
Snow doesn't create much of a 
problem for farmers. "We usually sell 
our crops In the winter." said Kathy 
Covert. Her father Is also busy buying 
seeds and other supplies that will be 
needed to start off the next season. 
According to Baumgardner, "Win- 
ter Is a time to be laid back." They 
have a casual work load so they can 
relax and gel their strength back for 
the next season. It gives them time to 
make any needed repairs on machin- 
ery and go to auctions and fertilizer 
meetings. 
The Coverts said their father also 
gets ready for the next season by 
buying seeds, cutting wood and re- 
pairing their machines. 
To some city folks, farming Is a lot of 
hassles with not much Income. Baum- 
gardner sald,"Farmers are not In It 
(farming) for money. If you're a farmer, 
you do It for yourself." 
National Student Exchange 
Are you ready for an ex-change? 
Information Session Wed., Jan. 28 
3:30 pm, Capitol Room, Union 
Chart-topping tunes 
Singles, one through ten 
I."At This Moment" Bitty Vera • The Beaters (Rhino) 
2,"Open Your Heart" Madonna (fire) 
3."C1tt La Vie" Robbie Nevll (Manhattan) 
4"tond of Confusion'' Genesis (Atlantic) 
"."Change of Heart" Cyndl Lauper (l»ortraH) 
6."ControT Janet Jackson (AMI) 
7."»omeday" Mats Tiger (Manhattan) 
•.■Shake You Down" Oregon/ Abbott (Columbia) 
•."UvkV on a Prayer ton Jovt (Mercury) 
lO.Touch Me" Samantho Fox (Jive) 
Copyright 1987, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
/ MUSICIANS 
, / PERFORMERS 
W TECHNICIANS 
Interviews lor technicians and Berenstain Bears will begin 
when registration opens Auditions for singers and musicians 
will begin as soon as these interviews are completed 
Ann Arbor, Ml: 
Monday, Ian. 12 
University of Michigan 
Dayton, OH: 
Thursday, Ian. 22 
R.im.id,* Inn - North 
Michigan Union - Anderson Room      4079 Little York Road 
Registration 2:30 • 5:30 pm 
Kalamazoo, Ml: 
Tuesday, Jan. 13 
Western Michigan University 
Dalton Center, School of MUSK 
(park at Miller Auditorium) 
Registration 2:30 -5:30 p.m. 
East Lansing, Ml: 
Wednesday. Jan. 14 
Michigan State University 
MSU Union Ballroom 
Registration 4    7 pm 
Ml. Pleasant, Ml: 
Thursday, Jan. 15 
( entr.il Michigan University 
Bovee University Center 
Registration 2)0   5.30 pm. 
Muncie, IN: 
Monday, Ian. 19 
Ball State University 
Burns School 
Registration 230 • 5 30 p.m. 
Bloomington, IN: 
Tuesday, Jan. 20 
Indiana University 
Indiana Memorial Union • Solarium 
Registration 2:30 ■ 5:30 p.m. 
Indianapolis, IN: 
Wednesday, Jan. 21 
Holiday Inn    North 
let. U.S. 421 & 1-465. Exit 27 
3850 DePauw Blvd 
Registration 2:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
Registration 2:30 • 5 30 pm 
Columbus. OH: 
Friday. Jan. 23 
Ohio State University 
School of Music • Hughes Hall 
Registration 2:30 - 5:30 pm 
Kent, OH: 
Monday, Ian. 26 
Kent Stale University 
Student Center - Third Floor 
Registration 230 - 5:30 p.m. 
Pittsburgh. PA: 
Tuesday, Jan. 27 
University Inn 
Forbes at McKee Place 
Registration 2 30 • 5 30 p.m. 
Bowling Green, OH: 
Thursday. Ian. 29 
Bowling Crept! State University 
University Union - 
Community Suite 
Registration II 30a.m. ■ 4 pm 
Sandusky, OH: 
Friday, (an. 30 
Cedar Point 
Employee Visitor Center 
Registration 10a.m     5 pm 
rlurther information 
contact: 
Live Show Auditions 
CEDAR POINT 
14191 6264)830 Ext. 2388    —   C.N. 5006 • Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
f^^sSmSM^^UiS^^^^S^m!Sli^MA^^9S0Bl^P^SliEfS% 
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Sacrificing intake improves output 
by Kelly Vaughn 
Friday stall reporter 
Winning Is every athlete's goal; 
however, many sacrilices must be 
made before that goal can be 
reached. One sacrifice made by Uni- 
versity athletes Is In the way they eat. 
They are no longer able to eat what 
they want, when they want, In the 
quantities they want. 
Coaches try to regulate athletes' 
size and stature by putting them on 
special diets designed to help them 
lose or gain weight. They also attempt 
to control what the athletes eat before 
games or meets. 
Sophomore girls' basketball guard 
Megan McGulre said team members 
are supposed to eat "proper food" 
such as meat and vegetables, and to 
Increase their vitamin C Intake during 
the season. 
Head coach Rich Draper likes his 
swimmers to follow a sensible diet. 
They count calories and energy ex- 
penditures to calculate and control 
Players eat to win 
each swimmer's weight gain or loss. 
He also suggests his team members 
limit their Intake of sugar and fried 
foods. 
Several basketball players were 
told before the season started to lose 
weight by eating three balanced 
meals, staying away from junk food, 
and watching their consumption of 
whole milk, according to Scott Kalish, 
sophomore guard. 
Football players who handle the 
ball need to watch "what they eat to 
stay light on their feet," said junior 
quarterback Jeff Sandru, who "drops 
back a lot quicker" after dropping 
unnecessary weight. The linemen 
"need to be heavier" so they tend to 
eat more, Sandru added. 
Although each sport may require 
athletes to vary their normal diet 
differently In order to be In the best 
shape and form for their particular 
event or position, pre-game carbohy- 
<|jfr 
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Say 
Happy Birthday 
The 
BaHoonman 
352-6061 
■n 
4 
X 
Howards club H 
presents 
Eddie Shaw 
& The Wolf Gang 
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
Howard's is a designated driver participant 
210 M. Main   No Cover 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦mmmte  
drate consumption Is common 
among the athletes. Kallsh, McGulre 
and Sandru said spaghetti was the 
most common pasta form of carbohy- 
drate served the night before games. 
Draper said carbohydrates are 
burned first to create energy; this 
helps the swimmer, since most of the 
races are short. 
Distance swimmer Greg Wolff likes 
to start eating noodles a couple of 
nights before the meet, and also eats 
macaroni or spaghetti for breaklast 
the day of the meet. Two weeks prior 
to big meets, Wolff Increases his pro- 
tein Intake and then the week before 
he cuts out the protein and Increases 
the carbohydrates. 
Sandru said he has eggs for break- 
fast three to four hours before the 
game, along with bananas to prevent 
cramps. He stays away from milk 
because It can "upset your stomach 
when you get overheated." 
While most athletes lose weight by 
following a sensible diet, wrestlers 
often drastically cut their caloric In- 
take to maintain their weight class 
limit. 
Although there Is no collegiate 
wrestling team, many University stu- 
dents have vivid high school mem- 
ories of cutting weight. 
When Junior Greg Bostlk wrestled for 
Olmstead Falls, he ate tuna and let- 
tuce, and drank a lot of water. At a 
result of being over the limit for his 
weight class his senior year, he wore 
"garbage baggies and plastic 
sweats under his uniform." 
The limited diet and sweating paid 
off because he qualified for state 
competition. 
Before matches, Bostlk would con- 
sume candy and honey and drink 
Iced tea to get himself hyped up. This 
was allowed since there was "no 
weight gain at the time." 
CH6CK OUT 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
FOR 
ClOS€-TO-CAMPUS 
APARTM6NTS 
€RST M6»V AV€NU€ APfiflTMfNTS 
(516 6 Merry) 
2 Bedroom. 2 Both, furnished 
Apartments 
FKLD MANOA APAATMWTS 
(519 lerou Avn. 6i 542 & 560 Frazee flvn) 
2 Bedroom, 2 Both, furnished Apartments 
• FflAZK AV€NU€ APAATMejTS 
(818 Thurstm. & 624. 670, 6i 656 frazee flvn.) 
2 Bedroom. 2 Both, furnished Apartments 
MX3€ MANOR APflATMBJTS 
(519 fWge Street) 
2 Bedroom, furnished Toumhouses 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224E.Wooster 352-0717 
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(MON-THU) 
(VIDEO HITS (FRI) 
ELEPHANT   SHOW   (R) 
(MON) 
*ZK> ZAQS (R) (TUE) 
WONOER8TRUCK 
(WED) 
SSUPERGRAN (R) CTHU) 
i , PEOPLE'S COURT 
©    HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
SMASK   Q 
O.I. JOE 
fTMC) MOVIE (TUE, WED) 
MO 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
VIDEO HITS (MON-THU) 
• BIN SON 
■ MAUDE 
LB Q.I. JOE 
#S MISTER ROGERS (R) 
©SCOOSYDOO 
© LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
(ESPN) HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (FRI) 
(ESPN)     KARATE     (MON. 
WEO) 
(ESPN)    NFL    SUPERSTARS 
(TUE. THU) 
(TMCI   MOVIE   (MON.   THU. 
FRI) 
6:30 
8JEFFERSONS 
WILD KINGDOM 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
© M"A*S*H 
© NEWS 
© CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
ffi MONKEES 
© FORT MEIGS (FRI) 
©     COMRAOES     IMON- 
WEO) 
© TIME OUT (THU) 
(ESPN) WORLD OF SPORTS 
(MON) 
(ESPN)        SCHOLASTICS 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUE) 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (WED) 
(ESPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS (THU) 
FHIOAY 
JANUARY 23. 1tl7 
6:00 
OOOIOTJ NEWS 
©   PM   MAGAZINE Thoi re- 
lottl O- • POD OH Obtettiont 
60 REAL ADVENTURES OF 
SHERLOCK     JONES    AND 
PROCTOR WATSON Sherlock 
and Proctor ute (•<**> technology 
to '•«••< the •dontii-ii of o group 
of cheatart io ctw   Bryan   and 
Taddy Q 
Q3    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD ffi OIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK ■uo 
© CBS NEWS 
© NBC NEWS 
ffi ABC NEWS C3 
© NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
© GET SMART 
© FACTS Of LIFE 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
Q VIDEO HITS 
© WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Redd font and 0*r* Van 
Dyke AKUU Ihsw TV-movsa "A 
Ghoat of a Chanca 
© NEWLYWED GAME 
©    MACNEIL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© B-17 FLYING FOR- 
TRESS: A TRIBUTE HtMoncat 
footage a dramatic re-creation 
and mtarvsawa with torrtw oravr 
tittrnbtri   mtarwaava   10   lai  lha 
nor.    ot    iha    hrghty-reapactad 
World War ll bombar 
■ GIMME ABREAKI 
© M-A'S-H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Featurad 
tupar TICLJ*   tupar bowl pravtaw: 
hntory o4 iha Cleveland Browna 
© JEOPARDY 
©TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
© MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
© TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT 
© THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN)     NFL     FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
(TMCI     MOVIE    *   i        Tha 
longthot 119861 T-n Con way 
Jack Weaion Foot hapiea* gam- 
bkjrt bacoma mvorvad m a raca- 
tumg scheme    PG  13 
B:O0 
© Q   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS. KING A demoM-on craw 
unearth* o tke**ton thai hat baan 
■dentihed at iae Station 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guam 
Iim Stivers   Swaathaam o( tba 
flodeo   iha Gatltn Broihaia and . 
Bobart Bouchard   Muaical talac- | 
lion*    >ncloOe        Midnight    OH," 
Chengm     Per inert       and      No 
body'alii L*a a Foot   ' 
© STINGRAY T.egady »•*■% 
whan   an   paperimenl   umuietmg 
working, condrtiona in ouiar ipaca 
goat hayw«a in itarao 
S DUKES Of HAZZARD 
©     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW C3 
© GUNSMOKE 
© MOVIE 
(ESPN) SUPER BOWL 
MATCHUP A look ai tha two 
teams who will maat m Sunday'» 
Super Bowl KXi 
6:30 
© © WALL STREET WEEK 
(ESPN)    NFL    FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS HighHjhti ot Supar Bowl 
Xli    IDjIlai Cowboyi  vi    Oanvajr 
WoAoi Oaapiia har tona' w«n- 
mga a drvorcad woman bacomaa 
■tvotvad with a charrrtang though 
latamlv amtatar drrttar wtto urn- 
mMary    'aari    Iha   Itmsh/    •PaTt 
PG-13 g 
9:30 
©    OADS   Alian ■   hrgh acnool 
iCNtnca oiparimant ipaHa doom 
tor 30 laboratory nwca Q 
10:00 
O © FALCON CREST Tha 
■.■dnappart domand both Maradtth 
•id a huga ramom .n aschango 
tor R>chard ■ ton Lanca rafuaaa 
io hava Makiia daclarad manta*y 
incompaianl LJ 
© NATIONAL g 
© POINTER SISTERS... UP 
ALL NITE Anna Ruth and Juna 
Posntar «a *3>nad by come ac- 
trots Whoop- Goldbarg and 
Moonlighting co-atar Sruca 
WIHII lor an avanmg o* muajc 
horn varioua cluba m tha Loa Arv 
gakn araa In atarao 
© STARMAN Scott and Star- 
man ara >ai*od whan Scott ■ UM 
ot tha magcal aphara cautwi blua 
isghtt to amanata (rom tha*r r-d- 
mgplaca  tfllQ 
© FAIR GAME! Author John 
Wi««tart I Tha Law of Sport* 'I 
I rnodaraiet thra panaj dtacuis-on 
ot problems *<th-. coHaga iportt 
- aayoHi gambling drag abut* 
and acadamia t faaura to aducata 
ttudant othiotat Panalnti mckrda 
Mowaril Coaall and Notre Oama 
baakatball coach 0-ags» Phasp* 
©NEWS 
1026 
Q JOURNAL 
10:30 
© EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
© HONEYMOONERS 
1 1:00 
©©©©©NEWS 
© SNEAK PREVIEWS Horn 
JaHrav    l*ont    and    Michaal 
Madvad ook at what • "*w at tha 
© DARK SHADOWS 
© LATE   SHOW Hoai    Joan 
Rivar* Schadutad lacordmg artm 
Ihomai    Dolby      actor corr-tolan 
Paul Rodriguai In atarao 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPNI    MAGIC    YEARS   IN 
SPORTS A toe* at toma man* 
•porting avants ol  1941.   with a 
(aalura on Joa OrMagpjo 
(TMCI MOVIE * 'i     9 Oaaiha 
01 The N.n,ji    U9Bbl SnoKuaogi 
Br-nt HuM   A ttvo*> pwton raacua 
laam ■ caNad in whan tanontta 
itarao ■idnap   a   buikjad   of   touriitt   in 
© GUNG HO Ku .ath-nkt hi*    ManHa and damand lha ra*aaaa of 
prsvitws whan h>a Japanaaa man-    B MMMM Eattarn cnmmal   R' 
MO 
© © DALLAS Bobby and 
J R l Imanoal daatmgt ormg Ew 
mg Oil back m lha black. Donna i 
'uthad to tha hotpitai ata> com 
plasnmg of ilomach patna Q 
© PROFESSIONALS 
© MIAMI VICE Tha daath o' 
an undarcovar cop loads Oockatt 
and Tubb* to urtra^tght w»ng Cu 
ban commandoa plotting to aa 
tainnaia a Cuban rkplomat    In 
I <Mi tuddanty whaa on h-i way 
to Amar-ca Q 
S DOCTOR WHO 
PLANET EARTH An OJUkmi- 
nation ol how iha plata tactomce 
thaoty accounta lor iha aaation 
and movamant o* tha corrtRTtanta 
and ocaana and tha carralopmant 
ol aarthquaka* and .okcanooa (Rl 
© MOVIE ** '4 Thrtjt Tha 
Hard Way'" (19741 J*m Brown 
Fiad Wilkamaon A mysiarroua 
gonocida c«ganiration n brought 
undar control by thraa man. 
(ESPNI TENNI8 Australian 
Opan. woman t l.nal from Mai 
bourna  ILnra) 
(TMCI   MOVIE   *»V»      Faat- 
born      (19641    Ian   Can.    Pater 
11:30 
© MOVIE ++* Frankan- 
■tam Mult Ba Oaatroyadr 
(1970) Patar Cuahsng. S-mon 
Ward A mad acsonfait tratnaplanta 
ra« maana aaaittant t bram mto 
anoihar human 
© GOOO ROCKIN' TONrTE 
An   over 30t   inow   with    inter 
views and wdaoa by Paul McCan- 
nay. Paul Simon and Jwm Mandn. 
vtdaos   by   Pat*   Gabrias.   Kate 
Buah. iggy Pop and Erst Clapton. 
winner t of the Laval 42 trnna con 
taat 
©   TONIGHT   SHOW   Hoat 
Johnny Carton   Scheduled   amg- 
er-outer nt    Robert   Cray.    COmK 
Roaeanna Barr   In itereo 
© NIGHTT.INE CJ 
« . i . ■. i ■ ■ . ■■■■rrrn-r 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
NOW SHOWING: 
VU»I>M | 
-.va-v 
• EXTREMITIES 
• BACK TO SCHOOL 
• WATER 
• PANDEMONIUM 
• KASMIT and  more... 
|"RENT TWO MOVIES   | 
GET ONE FREE 
OPMSl«VI7 
112 E. WASHINGTON 
I   I  I I  I  I  I u 
352-41: 
III  lil IJ 
*Wui 
Daisies 
White, Pink, Yellow & Blue 
10 for HE10 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street 
Store Front On Wooitet i 353"1045 
_ •i KMMMMMM&M 
yai^|BJJBJBajBBBBBBJJIBB#SBBBalfBJJBjaiafBaifjafJffJfJfffJ 
.ImaBKaalm :KS: , ataBaBaBfaMffrTiTftMnrM1'1"1*'*'1"'WSBnsBBmWBlttmBBRMB&HBH^WBUBmji»aSSS!^a»»aS»;i«a 
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m    MVSIMVI    Ths   Sscrst 
Advarsary 
C NtOMTVV BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
9) LATE   SHOW Most   Joan 
Riwt Scfsauuiad racordsyg artist 
Thorn**   OoJby    actor-comedian 
Paul Rodnguai in Btarao 
(ISPR) SRORTSCtNTf R 
11:9ft 
• MOVK *#'* Oaam 
Croats'' (1974) Edward AsMrt Jr. 
MM Jack too Sawai paopW tak 
«»g a crwaa on a luiunows vscht 
ara systematically murdarad 
13:00 
£> DUKES OF HAZZARD 
0    MOVIE     *•       >«IMI 
(1982) Batlo M.dw. Kan Warn 
(ESPN)     NFL     FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
12:30 
Q MOVIE * *    Sh* s Drsased 
To K*    (19791 EWenor Partaf 
Jessica Welter 
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Asbrosdcasti of mtsfv*«rs imth 
Wooo\ Hmsleon I Cheers I and 
Scon Valentin* f Femey list ). 
wdso* by Bruce Wfca ( Respsci 
Your***) Csmso (Candy ) 
Bon Jovi ( L-vwi on a Prayer' ) 
P*te» GebrieH B*fl Tuna ) luth*r 
Vsndtoee I Slop 10 lo.a 'I. In 
MNM 
O THE JUDGE 
IESPN) ACTION OOTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS SOROS 
SATUROAY 
JANUARV24, 1tft7 
12:00 
O    MOVIE    **      iha   Man 
From   AtlanMi      (1977)   Patrefc 
Ouffy. Baknds J Momgorrwy 
O REAL FISHING SHOW 
Q   HULK   HOGAN'S   ROCK' 
N* WRESTLING 
0 LAZER TAG ACADEMY 
In atarao 
0 WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Soup end Me As Fiekoereen ap- 
proach** Souo (Chneiien &*.«. 
ganl and hra pteymsta. Rob 
IShana Smutbo) managa to find 
DoutMa around svsry corner   (R) 
m MICROWAVES ARE FOR 
COOKING 
0    MODERN     MATURITY 
Scheduled   *orfcers and industry 
lPad  2 0* 31 e»e*"ines '•-tre**ng 
program* Damps, headfcnea from 
tha paai with John Daly, lormsr 
Peace   Corpa   Oeectot    Ssrgsni 
Shrmw   d*cuesss   rha   orgsnua- 
tion ■ inn 25 yssrs. a consumer 
report g 
0 MOVIE * * * ' W i... And 
Lovers    11963) Janat ls>gh   Van 
Johnaon 
0 MOVIE   **     Tartan And 
Tha Graan Goddaaa   1193ft) Mar - 
man   Br .   iB-uc*   Bennett).   Uaj 
lEftPN)     ftPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:30 
Q SKI BASE 
0 KIOO VIDEO 
SPUTTIN'ONTHE KIDft 
VICTORV   GARDEN   Bob 
Thomaon travels to tha Nathar- 
landa to wed tha world a largest 
indoor Hows, auction and various 
nuraaraM loca tad along tha canals 
(R) 
Cfl) OHhO OUTDOORS 
(ESPN) F1SHIN' HOLE 
1:00 
QtOOYTALK 
0    COMMUNITY    SHOW- 
CASE 
0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
A/irons at Hhnoia ILivSl 
0 AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND MU.H.* guaat B*»u» 
Boys ( Vou Gotta f«ghl lor Your 
Right to Parly' ) 
0 FRUGAL GOURMET Pra- 
panng  rabbit   huntar   style    friad. 
and *i milliard sauce *rth tasks 
in atarao 
0WE RE COOKING NOW 
1:30 
O COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
St John * at Syracuse (Live! 
O DATELINE ONTARIO 
0 ONE ON ONE 
0 AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
0 0 THIS OLD HOUSE Q 
© MOVIE * * •)    Cry Of Tha 
Banshee    11970) Vincent Pr«a. 
Ikubath Bergnsr 
(E9PN) NHL   HOCKEY Calgary 
Flame* at Boston Br<-ns tlrvel 
(TUCI MOVIE ## H    Can You 
Hssr Tha laughter'    (1979) Ira 
Anguitam. Kew» Hooks 
2:00 
O LAND 8> SEA 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
M>arruOhto    at    Bowkng   Graan 
(Liva) 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
O €0 LAP QUILTING (Saa 
son Premiere) Georgia Bonaaiaol 
f»»»*t pravtoua ahovri and pra- 
vawt upturning Qurft datigjnt 
Featured <*-» Silhouette Crazy 
Patch 
CO MOVIE * * * Gurfty C» In 
nocant Tha Sam Shepperd Mur 
dar Caaa (1975) Gaarga Pep- 
pard. Wekarn W-dom 
2:30 
O l *ND a SEA 
0 HOMETIME Ho* to prepers 
walls 'or painting and waHpapar 
a-g 
CD YAN CAN COOK 
3:00 
Q      SPORTSWEEKEND 
Schadutod     Champ«nsrMp   5-Pm 
Bowkng   (um* day    tapal     from 
Toronto. ' Th« Road Raport   with 
Kan   Raad    VVorld   Cup   Sk-ng 
mans downhdl. from Krubuho) 
Austria and t-aastyM) from St   Ga 
'-<*'  Quo   ' 'apadl 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETSALL 
Noha Dam* at UCLA ILival 
0 PBA BOWLING SW5 000 
Showboat   inwtaiionai   from Laa 
Vagaa (Ln«) 
S AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
FRUGAL   OOURMET To- 
day s manu mcludaa graan oruon 
pasta and aamohna dumphnga   In 
Btarao 
0 MOVIE **■ Four 
Against Tha Doaart (19751 Hal 
Fradancfc. Karon Dor 
3:30 
0 NBA BASKETBALL Loa 
Angatas Lakars at DaNaa MM- 
■BlftJMBl 
0 GREAT CHEFS OF CHI- 
CAGO Piarta Pofan praparaa sad- 
dw of lamb w.ih Mat of baaf. paar 
souffis and aauaaga of aptftach 
nooOa 
(TMCI   MOVIE   ***      Aunts. 
Mam* .'19581 Roaahnd Ruaaa*. 
Rogar Smith 
4:00 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
Ohto Stan at lowa diva) 
0OCEANU8 
0 MAGIC OF OIL PAINT- 
ING 
4:30 
0     WIDE      WORLD     OF 
SPORTS Sch«dut*d   World Cup 
Sfc-ng   man s downrwa I tarn*-da, 
tap*)   horn    Krtibuhal    Austria; 
Spaciai   F ■IWxtion   Partormancaa 
by World Figur* Shstayg Champi- 
ons (taped) horn Paris 
80CEANU8 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
(ESPN) PGA GOLF Phoaru 
Op*n   thadtound  sV'Wj) 
6:00 
0 BLUE FRONTIER 
0 BIX LIVES 
QDGFD 
0 DANCIN- TO THE HITS 
Muncal   gu*si    Nancy   Martmai 
1 for Tomgni   ) Instarao 
0 STAR SEARCH 
8:30 
S MUSIC CITY U.8A. 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
0GED 
0 OREAM GIRI U.S.A. 
EVENING 
6:00 
000 NEWS 
Q SATURDAY REPORT 
0      YOU      WRITE      THE 
SONGS 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
0 NOVA A loot at tha IRAS 
sat alt lw launchad «i January 
1986 and how us abwty to 
S**     th* mharad spactrum may 
Changs man a waw of th* um- 
vsras Q 
* THROB 
STAR TREK 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE 
8:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
_| NBC NEWS 
8PUTT1N- ON THE HITS 
IT'S A LIVING 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMCI MOVIE **t>M Tha 
last Tycoon 119/61 flobsrt Da 
Nao Jasnn* Moraau Bsaad on 
ins story by F Scott Fiug—akl A 
1930* mow* producsr bscomaa 
th* trssnd of stars tha anvy of 
powar hungry asacutmys and tha 
moat ai<gtoia bachator m town 
PG 
7:00 
0 MUPPET8 Guast Andy Wri- 
hsms 
O COUNTRY WEST Gusats 
Laura Vmson. Dawd Its-g 
0 ROAD TO SUPER BOWL 
'87 A look at tha two tssms 
ptaymg m Sop. Bowl XXI and • 
■avww of th* NFL asaaon m g*n- 
aasj 
0MUPPET8 
0 SOLID GOLD Scftsdufad 
Wang Chung 8>fy Piaston. Toto. 
Raatsssa Hssn. CNco Osftarga. 
Littst   Rchard   (mtsnnswl.   Tarry 
SJ 
Stafford I Suspicion ') Instsrso 
0 NATURE A look at how Af- 
net's population growth and tha 
naid for mat a food h*v* sdvsraa 
iy aHsciad ths African aksphant'a 
natural habrtat in atarao Q 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Goodbya Mr Chspa" Os- 
spits wHtn«tg IMS qusrral with tha 
nsw haadmssiar. Ch*>a' tranqurf 
Ma at Brookhald School « 
msnacad by th* rumbknga of a 
corrn>g war (Part 3 of 3) Q 
0 MAMA'S FAMILY Bubba 
and Mama apply lor ths urns fib 
si a kxjf Isst-lood stand. 
0 WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOW!) 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
7:30 
0   0    SMALL    WONDER 
Jam* irws to changa Vioki • par 
sonahty to pksasa his hianda 
Q DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Goasi   Ron Luciano 
«D ONE  DIG f AMII Y 
0 WHAT A COUNTRY! 
IESPNI      SPORTSCENTER: 
SUPER    BOWL    XXI    PRE- 
VIEW 
8:00 
O CPR: A PUSH FOR LIFE 
O    NHL    HOCKEY   Hartford 
Wh*k*s   at   Toronto  Map* Lasts 
BJMBI 
0 MOVIE *** Ths Mup- 
psts Taka Manhailan (1B841 
Vorcas ol Mn Hsnson. F'Snk O* 
Whss Rarmtt *nd company try to 
taka ths* cossga «at«ty show to 
Broadway Miss Piggy s raalouay 
of a frwndry wsurass thrsstans 
hsr wadding plans lor tha frog 
0 FACTS OF LIFE A rsunron 
of tormaf Facts of LA* cast 
mambars finds tha smb*tous 
tastiand grads 'avsskng ttsrr 
hopss and drasms Juka Ann* 
Haddock Juk* Pswaraki Probh 
and Fakca Schsciar gusst star In 
siarso (RlCJ 
0 SIDEKICKS R.HOS latast 
cssa may isusa him to nvsa an 
opsn houss at {rraa a achool   (Rl 
0 PLANET EARTH Anassm. 
nation ol "lo-. rha plat* tsctonjcs 
thsory accounts lor ths cfastion 
snd movsmsnt of th* cont*y*nts 
and ocasns and tha d*v*lopm*nt 
of *ariN]usksa and vokanoas IRI 
0 MOVIE * * 's Tanan. Tha 
Aps Man (1969) Danny Mrs*. 
Cssara Dsnovs. Tartan hasps a 
woman took lor tha aacrad afs- 
phsnl burial grounds 
0 ENTREPRENEURS: AN 
AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
Tha datf*topm*nt of Amsncsn 
bwsanass** is tracsd through pro- 
lass Of Moras coda mvantor Sam 
u*l Fft Mors*. ndustriakst E I 
Ou Pont, rsstsuraiaur Ray Kroc 
and computw •nlrapr*n*ur Sta- 
v*n Jobs 
0 HOGAN'S HEROES 
•ftPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL GaorgM T*ch at North Cs- 
rofcns (Liwil 
MS 
0 227 Sanaa hsfps Brsnds gst 
a fob at a fssi-food rsstsurant In 
atsrso. 
0 SLEDGE HAMMERI 
Sksdga smass a rat whan hat fs- 
vonts hangsng mdgs dksmawss 
chargss agsmst a notorioua mob- 
star In atarao. Q 
0 NHL HOCKEY Dstroit Had 
Wnga at St Lows Blua* (Lrvs) 
8:00 
0 GOLDEN GIRLS Ross bs- 
com*s convmesd sr-s's dssd and 
haa   gons   to   ths     ouiskais of 
hssvsn    aftar auffaratg an aso- 
phsgaal spasm In stsrso Q 
0 OHARA An amononafty oH- 
turbsd youth is accuaad of mur- 
damg a sm*s.tim* uimmat CJ 
0   CASEBOOK   OF   SHER- 
LOCK HOLMES 
O    MOVIE    ***      Tops! 
(19«9) John Forsyths. Kann Oor 
Bsaad on th* story by Lson Urn 
A   (-ranch   saorst   agant   mwssti- 
gstas Cuba a knk with th* Sow 
sts 
(TMC) MOVIE * * M Compro- 
mising Positions (19861 Susan 
Sarandon Rsul Juha A borad 
hovsawrla turns amstour sktuth 
and <kga up soma startkng asasts 
whtfci m.astigstxg tha murdar of 
hsr phsandarmg Long island dan 
list   R CJ 
8:30 
0   AMEN   Frya  takss  a  young 
computa* whir undar has wmgs  In 
O      MOVIE       *** Torrid 
7on*' 11940) Jamas Csgnoy. 
Ann Shsrtdan A honky-tonk sme- 
ar craatas havoc whan h* mvadss 
a pisntatiun 
10:00 
0 0 SUPER NIGHT AT 
THE SUPER BOWL Host Pa 
trick Duffy is fOtnad by cataormas 
mckKkng Miami Sound MacNn*. 
Jo* Nsmsth. Lucsi Arnai. Gladys 
Rmght ft iha Pips and Tan Con- 
way lor ihrt musiCSl«imso\ tr«> 
ute lo Supar Bowl XXI 
0 HUNTER Hunisr's vacaion 
■a rumed wh*n h* fatta m lows with 
apanlkiSar Instarao 
0 SPENSER: FOR HIRE A 
■sdaral agent who one* was 
Rita s ■..- sssnts Spsnssr on s 
murdsr casa ' J 
(ESPN) TENNIS Australian 
Opsn man s hnai horn Mal- 
bourns   ILival 
10:30 
0 FACES OF JAPAN 
11:00 
000 NEWS 
O NATIONAL p 
0    MTV   TOP   20   VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
0 COUNTRY EXPRESSFM 
tursd   Alabsma    Dw-ght  Yoafcam 
Rsba   McEntss    Judy   Rodman. 
Oar.    Sssls   mtsrvayw   snd   wdso 
(Bop   ) 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
(Sssson Pram-sta) This country 
mutK sarats k<ks off .is 12th 
sssson with mufti-award winnar 
Ronm* M4sap parforrrang many of 
hra hits indudkng It Wss Almost 
LAs s Song,' Hsppv Happy 
Birthday Baby and Purs Lovs." 
Instarao 
08TOB 
(TMC) MOVIE **<-, IVAnr- 
mstor ' (19851 JsnVsy Combs. 
Brucs Abbott HP Lovsoafta 
tala of a young scatntist conduei 
■yg grisly sspsrimsms in an sffort 
to r*wvs ths dssd. 
11:18 
0NEWS 
11:30 
0 MOVIE ***    Th* Bods* 
Al    Rsmsgan      H969I    Gaorga 
Sag*     Robsrt   Vaughn.   A   hares 
' bait la rsgs* b*tw«*n tha Amsn- 
csn Army snd ths Nam lor con- 
trol of Ih* Last rsmsrnng bndga 
across th* Rhaya 
0 MOVIE *** Dny Hsr 
ry' (19711 Cfcnt Eastwood. Harry 
Goarrkno A datarnvnad pokes da 
tactrwt dshss fas supsnora and 
gambla* with aynocsnt hvss to 
csplurs a sn*Mr who is lartoruBng 
San francoco. 
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
In Btarao 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Sa»gar-gwtarisi Slswt Wannsr 
parforma Som* Fools Nsvsr 
Laarn You Can Drssm of Ms' 
and Lds a Highway ; ths group 
Raatlasi Hsart parforma I Want 
Evaryon*    to   Cry. Haartbraak 
Rid    snd     She s Com.ng Horns 
In star*o 
0 HOLLYWOOD CL08EUP 
0 MOVIE ** Jausdi 
(l982)BattaMNffsr. KsnWaN A 
smgsr talks an unlucky casmo 
dasksr into halpmg hsr do away 
with har obnoaious boyfr*nd 
12:00 
O FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS 
0 SOUL TRAIN 
O WRESTLING 
12:30 
O WRESTLING 
1:00 
{HART TO HART 
MAKING    OP    SANTO 
GOLD 
IESPN) ROLLERMANIA 
fTMCI MOVIE * * ^    Can You 
Hss> Th* Lsughtsrl    (1979) ka 
Angus tarn   Kawn Hooks 
1:30 
0 CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S 
FUND 
0 MOVIE * * * Baitla Ol 
Bniaai 119691 Michasl Csm* 
LSursncs Okwar 
2:00 
00NEWS 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Fft.M 
SUNDAY 
JANUARY 26   1997 
12:00 
0   MEETING    PLACE   Rav 
Gaorga Slogan ofhostss st asr- 
Mcss from Wsst Burnsby Umtsd 
Church ay Burnsby. 8 C IR) 
0 HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
0 NOVA A look at tha HAS 
sstafkts     launchad    m    Jsnuary 
1986.   and   how   its   abwty   to 
ass   th* wvtrsrsd apsctrurn msy 
change   mans   nsw   of   th*   urn 
wsraa Q 
0 NEWTON'S APPLE What 
dsnossur bonsa rsvssf. how busst- 
proof vasts work, ths causa* of 
hssriburn. ksksr whskss (Rig 
0 MOVIE **• Trsssurs Is- 
land*' (19341 WsBscs tssry. 
Jack* Coopsr. L«n*l Sarrymor* 
0 FAME Susan is dtetraught 
whsn Lsroy choosss snothar par- 
son lor ih* stsd -i ths school a 
nawmuSKaf (Rl 
12:30 
0 JOHN MADDENS 
SUPER BOWL SPECIAL Nat 
work foorbsfl analyst John Mad- 
dsn ksstrss with Jsmrny Th* 
Grssk" Snydsr to gm> tans sn av 
ards look st ths opponsnts si thai 
lyssr I21M CfSSSK   ITapSd) 
10 MEET THE PRESS 
0 PORTRAITS 
0 ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
(ESPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS HighhghtB of Supsr Bowl 
XVI ISan Frsnosco 49srs va Csv 
cmnati Bengsksl 
lOO 
S COUNTRY CANADA 
COLLEGE   BASKETSALL 
North Carolina Stats   at   Kansas 
(Lrvs) 
S COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
0 WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW p 
0 MOVIE ** From Noon 
T4 Tr»** (1977) Charts* Bron- 
aon   Jill kaland 
IESPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS Highkghts of Supar Bowl 
XVII .Washington ft*d*kms va 
Miami Dosph-ia) 
1:30 
0   0   NBA   BASKETBALL 
Pr.il.uk-lpr.,.1  76ara St Boston Csh- 
cs diva) 
O HYMN SING Ssfactions B> 
cluds     l Fasl ths Spsrt. '    Thy 
Word   and   Hsavsnh/ Sunhght 
(R) 
0 1986 ALL PRO TEAM 
Tha bast NFL ptayarB st asch of- 
fansrv* and dafsnsrv* position ara 
prof-ad ITapsd) 
0 O WALL STREET WEEK 
IESPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS Highbghis of Supar Bowl 
XVIII (Washington Radska* va 
Loa Angsfss Rasdsrs) 
(TMCI      MOVIE       * v, Th* 
Longshot (1986) Tan Conwsy. 
Jack Wsaion 
2:00 
Q SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
AT THE OPERA D.atogua* 
dss Carmsfctas" Mstropoktan Op 
•a Btsr Carol Vsnsss rnskss har 
Canadian Opara Compsny dsbut 
■n thrs production of Frsnos 
PouksncS Opsrs wnttsn st 1967. 
bsssd on ths pubkc gussotawyg of 
a group of nuns during ths Frsnch 
Rsvotution Also stars Msurasn 
Forrsstsr. ksns VVefhssch and 
JanalSlubbS 
0 0 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Otaato Thn production 
of Iha Varck opsrs. bsssd on VW- 
ksm ShakaspMra s tragK story 
about a Moorish gansral who >s 
tncksd into bafcswng tm wifs has 
bssn unlarthtu). fssturss tanor Jon 
VM*ar* aa Otako and soprano 
Maak* l fan. as Dssdsmons Hsr- 
bsrt Von Karsisn conducts Iha 
Barkn Phuru-mc—c Engkoh aubt>- 
Haa In starao 
0 MOVIE •>** Jump-yg 
Jacks'' (1962) rjssviMsrnn. Jsrry 
Lswss 
IESPN) NFL FLMS PRE- 
SENTS Highbghia of Supsr Bow* 
XIX (San Franc.BCO 49*,, vs. Mi 
am.Ocfph»nal 
2:30 
0 MOVIE **V»    Slaspwafk- 
ar" 11976) Oarlssn Csrr. Robsrt 
Bsstly 
lEftPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS Highaghia of Supsr Bowl 
XX ICrucago Bsors w Nsw Eng- 
land PstnotSl 
3:00 
0 SPORTSWORLO Schad- 
uksd World ProfssBions* F^ura 
Skating Cnmipcfuftrjt (Part 2 of 
21. from Capital Csntrs st Isndo- 
m, Md (Tapsdl 
906 Napoloon 
353-8381 
For 
Cut Flower 
and 
Foliage ... 
Hours:Fri. 6-8pm 
Sat. 8 4pm 
sisr|Kfi8fi BkliiMifB i%Hl3 noon-4pm 
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Gran 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
Darcy 
expires 2/6/87 
Churchill's 
Video 
89* Overnight Rental 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
1141 S. Main St. 354-2526 
Friday/January 23,1987 11 
• MOVIE    **    The   Entf 
11971) Burl Reynold*   Oom De> 
Luae 
IftPNI     SUPER     BOWL! 
MATCHUP An Mm of the 
Denver Broncos and New Vort G. 
ante.   «rho   wd   meet   today   m 
Super Bowl XXI 
(TMO MOV* *•>•>.•. Odd 
Man Out" (1947) Jerrae Mason. 
Robert Newton 
MO 
ItSPN) SPOP.TSCENTER: 
SUPER BOVA XXI PRE- 
VIEW A look at lodty a Sop* 
Bow* XXI between the Otmw 
Srortcoe and Naw Vork Gant* 
4rO0 
• • SUPER BOVA TO- 
DAY Breni Mueburger hosts to- 
day's pregeme show from tha 
Roaa   Bow-   m   Pesedene.   CeM ■Mig 
(STAR SEARCH 
MOVIE    *•>      JOV-OV 
(1977)   DM.   Arnei   J .   Robari 
Ctmtm 
(ESPN) PGA GOLF Phoenu 
Opan   final round  (Liva) 
4:30 
•C    BABE    WINKELMAN'S 
GOOD FISHING 
9 MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
0    AMERICAN    ART:     A 
VKW FROM THE WHITNEY 
A/lists, critics and Wtwlnay Muse- 
um   (Liim   oacuss   tha muaa- 
um s 1986 Bannal Cih4-i«n. an 
mvitattonal   thownng  by  51   con- 
lampotary arMI* of works m both 
tradiional   and   electron*   ma»- 
8:00 
O     OEGRASSI     JUNIOR 
HIGH   Voula   sneaks   out   to   a 
danca attar her fattar fcrbtde bar 
logo 
(D WALTONS 
S © LIFE8TVLE8 Of THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Sched- 
uled actress Ursula Andraaa 
S FIRING LINE 
EVES   ON   THE   PRIZE: 
AMERICAS   CIVIL   RIGHTS 
TEARS.    19B4-1MS (Prem- 
arei' Juhen Bond narraiaa tha •■ 
emanation of Mack America t hght 
for ecjual rights   In tin* episode 
Moaa Wright teetrfas against tha 
two wbrta man accused of mm 
daring hi* naphaw. Roaa Parka ••■ 
fusee to give up bar aaat on a 
Monioomary (Ala.) bua Q 
m*C)   MOVIE   **v,      Frit- 
bom-    (19841   T«n   Gen     Peter 
Weksr 
MO 
O EDISON TWINS Tha twe* 
awt a hatory teecher w aaarch of 
a legendery treasure tj 
EVE WHO 
6:00 
O 0 SUPER BOWL XXI 
Oanvar Broncoa vs Haw York G- 
art. Par. Summer.* and John 
Maddan cal lha acbon at today * 
final NFL ahowdown. from tha 
Roaa   Bowl   m   Paaadana.   CaW. |Miq 
O RIVALS OF SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
(NEWS 
FAME Jaaaa faoaa a BM ob- 
it acles whan ho aata out to oVact 
tha achool'a 1930s type mua*cal. 
(R) 
■ UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
■ FRENCH CHEF Tha Good 
leaf 
I TED KNIGHT SHOW 
STAR TREK 
■8PN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Man's Slalom    from Kiubuahal. 
Auatna ITapad) 
MO 
«NBC NEWS 
UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
S FLOYD ON FISH 
CHECK IT OUT! 
7:00 
O FRAGGLE   ROCK Cantus 
tha   my*tanoua   ™iim   ol   lha 
Rock,   »v** Gobo a stfenge ■■ 
ajgnmani.g 
• OUR HOUSE With Gut an- 
couragamani. Jaaaa ember** on 
hat test data emce ha* huaband ■ 
daaih In stereo IRIQ 
O MOVIE ** 4 Tha Under 
grade" 119851 Art Camay. Chns 
Makapaaca. A 68 year o*d man. 
determined not to kvo m a raat 
homo, move* mto an apartment 
wih ha* teen-age cokaga-atudant 
grandaon and decides to anred at 
tha aama umvanwy A Otanay 
Sunday Mova    present et-on   (Rl 
•J WONDERWORKS Tha 
Wild Pony" Reacting hia 
mothers marnaga to tha men 
who waa p*Hy responsible for his 
fathar * daaih. Chratopher F*J 
lows withdraws from paopla unta" 
a wild pony helps form a bndga 
between tha boy and hia naw par 
ant Star* Marayn L>ghiatona. Art 
HindM Josh Syrna Q 
ID BOOYWATCH A look at 
tha Un.vwi.iy ot Mmnasotaa 
tw» laaaarch cantar and how in- 
formation about twais may affact 
tha ganaral population  rj 
SNEW GIOGET 
FAME Jassa facas a faw ob 
■tackts whan he aat* out to diect 
tha school a 1930s type mustcel 
(Rl 
(ESPN I 8PORT8CENTER 
SUNDAY 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Agatha 
119791 Vanessa Redgrave Duahn 
Hoffman in London - 1928. an 
American reporter betomee m- 
wolved with famed mystery writer 
Agatha Chnetie. who hat left her 
unfaithful husband. PG' 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS Graham 
gats trapped underwater whaa el- 
temptmg to salvage a large wreck 
that he and Pat rkocovared Q 
SV WILD. WILD WORLD CV 
ANIMALS 
• CHARLES IN CHARGE 
(ESPN) SKI WORLD 
8:00 
O ROYAL VARIETY GALA 
1BSS From the Theatre Royal in 
London England. Victor Borge 
PetUa Clark Cyd Cheneee. Pater 
Ustmov and Sfwiey Beeeey ara 
among the ce*ebr»tas at tha annu- 
al Royal variety GaU to cowbrate 
SO years of lafcrwaron entertain 
• EASY STREET Uncle Buky 
moves out ol tha mansion » re- 
gem hi* lost ^dependence in 
stereo (R) 
■ SI NATURE A study ol tha 
gwjnt aaguaro cactus and its attar* 
acbon with the pamta and B^BBBB 
of tha American Southwest • 
Sonoran Deewrt. In atarao. (R) Q 
©LIMELIGHT 
m YOU WRITE THE 
BONOS Guests Otonna War 
w-oV Mekeea Mencheeter Carois 
Bayer Sagar In stereo (Rl 
(ESPN) AWA CHAMPION- 
SHIP WRESTLING 
8:30 
• VALERIE Determ-nad to be 
km ol a mamaa boy. Mark 
moon* the aurkonoa at a school 
aaaembly In stereo. <R) Q 
0 PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
Lip-synced Lionel Richie's 
Dancing on the Ceding." Janet 
Jackson a Control and Heart's 
Never    in stereo 
8:00 
89 MOVIE # * H ' Return To 
Ms.t*', (1988) Andy Grrmth 
Ron Howard With hrs wife Helen 
Andy Taylor goes home lor hia 
grandchild s bath and hnds h*m- 
eetf runmng agaevst hrs former 
deputy Barney Fife for sheriff of 
Mayberry NC In stereo (R) Q 
SB MOVIE * * •* The Dead 
Zone" 119831 Chnetopher Wefk- 
en Brooke Adams After coming 
out of a coma, a shy schouitBach 
er has the power to foresee and 
change catastrophic events Q 
OS © MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE lost Imp-res" Baaed on 
the 196S novel by J B Priestley 
A young man (Cokn Fathl leaves 
hrs rob m a Yorkshrre mil town to 
jean hts uncle ■ etue-onrst act Also 
stars S- Laurence Okv-ar John 
Castu Beat-s Edney and Grfkan 
Bavan (Part 1 ol 'IQ 
CD MOVIE * * '* The God- 
sand f 1979) Cyd Mayman Mat 
coim Sioddard The trouble a met 
Deo>nn>r>g for a rural Engnh cou 
pie when a mysterious woman 
drops by gives b'th to en atomo 
baby gal and disappears, leevmg 
the -nfant behind 
© WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII R»i loses the oner when 
he plays poker with Oweyra'a old 
Army buddy 
(TMC) MOVIE * * ■: 
"DARYL 119851 Mary Bath 
Hurt Michael McKean Armyofh- 
ciat* seek to destroy thsw lateet 
spy weapon ■ an II -year-old boy 
with a computeriMd bram who 
escape* bom hi* laboratory 
home In stereo   PG Q 
8:30 
© SANFORD AND SON 
10^0 
a SB HARD COPY (Pramarel 
Mrchaal Murphy. Dean Oevkn and 
Wendy Oewson star aa intrepid 
crime reporters in this drama To- 
night   a sanei kakK. whose mode 
of operation a a gunshot bom a 
paewng car on the freeway   baf- 
fles the repor tats. 
O CSC NEWS p 
O WASHINGTON REPORT 
(ESPN) ROLLERMANIA 
10:28 
O VENTURE 
10:30 
fp KENNETH COPELAND 
11:00 
8 • NEWS 
SISKEL B E8ERT S THE 
MOVIES   Scheduled     a   fcx»    at 
the   lop cult Mms on ndeocaa- 
BMB 
89 EYES ON THE PRIZE: 
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS 
YSARS. 1BB4-1B0B (Pram- 
are) Julian Bond narrates tha ax 
anvnetron of black America a fight 
for equal righta in tha 
Moaa Wnght leetrhee egemet me 
two white men accused of mur- 
dering h.* nephew. Roaa Parka ra- 
fuaes to grve up her aaat on a 
Montgomery (Ala I bua Q 
m MY MOTHER MARRIED 
WB.BUR STUMP The true ato- 
ry of a *> 4 year old widow who 
break* tradition when she marras 
a former alcohokc with seven di- 
vorcee berund hen 
S3 TALES FROM THE 
OARKSIDE A down-on-ha-kjck 
commercujl ari.it » (Robari For- 
atari wahes mystenouefy come 
bub 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
(TMC) MOVIE * * •■, Uighl A 
Mui-VV* M981I Concert foot- 
age filmed m London. New York 
Cakforna and France spotlight* 
the performances of 34 New 
Wave groups, including The Po- 
lice. Oevo Joan Jatt and The Go- 
Gos   R 
11:30 
Q Q NEWS 
89 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK inter«aw with smgor-ac 
lor John Schne-der 
O SOLID GOLD Scheduled 
Wang Chung 8>"y Preston Toto. 
Restless Heart. Cbtco DeBarge 
lutle Richard (mtervaw) Terry 
Stefordl Suspicion"I In stereo 
CD BIX LIVES 
© CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S 
FUND 
© FOR MY PEOPLE 
11:36 
O NIGHT AT THE RACES 
MONOAY 
JANUARY 28. 1887 
Cavw- • ieai t v oew ■« 
EVENING 
8:00 
SO ill SB NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Rep   Fred 
Grandy IR-Iowal. a band couple 
SB ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 © DIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
S CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
8 ABC NEWS CJ 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
J GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
■SPN) ACTION C4JTDOORS 
WTTH JULIUS SOROS 
7:00 
} CBS NEWS 
I MONITOR 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Actor   Mai von Sydow 
*ecusses ha new mova "Oust 
tor One 
SNEWLYWEO GAME 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
• MOVIE *# TraGhosteOf 
Bwslav He* (1980) (Part 1 of 2) 
Dick ONMI vctor French The 
ghost* of the founders of • mis- 
tary academy forced to marge 
wrth a g-n achoof irwi the bottle 
to   save   tha    achool   whan    a 
wealthy woman threaten! NS •« 
istence A Wonderful World of 
Daney   presentation 
I GIMME A BREAK) 
M»A«S#H 
(E9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE ** '-.    Can You 
Hear The Laughter'    119791 ka 
Anguetem.    Kevw   Hooka    Tha 
short career of comedan Fredda 
Pnme    followed   from   ha   high 
school days to ha meteoric nee to 
stardom and subsequent surode 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Featured: 
Congressman gopher. St Ed- 
war da high achool and char slate 
title n hockey go beaconing with 
Ceptem Phogg beautiful BenN * 
Canadian rational park 
O RACCOONS Animated The 
Raccoon* head lor the hockey nnk 
to save Evergreen Foreai lake 
horn Cyrn Sneer s greedy plans 
MQ 
0 JEOPAROY 
■ TAXI 
83 DATING GAME 
B TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT 
S3 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL     Pittsburgh    at    Syracuse 
ILrvel iSubaci lobleckoutl 
8:00 
8 FOR KIDS SAKE 
FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
O KATE B ALLIE Alia comes 
to the conclusion thai her degree 
m art history isn't going to help 
her get a job Q 
89 MOVIE The Alamo 13 
Days To dory lPramarel Jemes 
Arness Bran Keith Lad by Col 
>m Bowie. Teias soldars defend 
the Alamo ega^ist attacks by tha 
Me»icen army m the early month* 
of 1836 in stereo :; 
«X) AMERICAN MUSIC 
AWAROS The 14th annual car 
emonas honoring the best m pop 
country and souf music, as deter 
mined by a pon of 300000 
record buyers in the United 
States, wd be presented kve bom 
Hollywood Cakf Highlight* in- 
clude Genesis debut performance 
on network lefavaron and a tnb- 
ute to Peter Peul 8 Mary on the- 
25th anniversary Moat Dana 
Ross Q 
S8 PLANET EARTH Tha look 
at contemporary oceanography 
e*ptoree the Guff Stream, raw un- 
derwater apsoae. Irfe-forms hving 
near steam spewing vents n the 
ocean floor and the connection 
between etrnoephere and tropical 
oceans (Rl Q 
89 WONDERWORKS The 
Wild Pony ' Reacting his 
mother * marraga to the men 
who waa partly responsible for ha 
father s death. Chratopher Fel- 
lows withdraws from people until 
a wed pony hasps form a bridge 
between the boy and ha new par- 
ent Star* Marilyn l-ghlstone Art 
Minda Josh Byrne Q 
BGUNSMOKE 
O MOVIE ** L.ttle Dad 
mgs 11980) Tatum O'Neal Kra- 
ty McNchol. At wnme camp. 
two tean-aga grla compaaj to see 
who w* be the hrat to loaa her 
vtrgimty 
MO 
81 81 MY SISTER SAM To 
Sam and Ouna's rJMmay. Petti 
fake for Dua'a eon Mrckey O 
O HANOJN' IN When one of 
the hrds rescues rabbrts from a 
coemetc laboratory Magga and 
tha others organae a protest to 
show the* support Q 
8:00 
O 89 NEWHART Georga m 
vohas Dn* n a mercy maaion to 
f» the town s dsvnegad bell tow- 
erg 
O VICTORIAN SCANDALS 
BS O AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE The Prodrome H< 
key In this adaptation of The 
lawrencevao Storae Owen 
Johnson s tales about a tum-of- 
the-century prep achool. the 
manipulaiive antes of a student 
con artist result in a confrontation 
with the heedmeeter Stars Zach 
GeaVgen and Edward Herrmann 
O MOVIE The Da- Curse 
(19781 (Part 1 of 31 James 
Coburn 
fTMC) MOVIE * * * Aunta 
Mama 119581 Roaaknd Russek 
Roger Smith AMw the deeth of 
his parents a young boy becomes 
the ward of his Hamboyent and 
eccentric eunt 
9:30 
O ■ THE CAVANAUGHS 
Kit decides that Mary Margaret 
should start dating 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Michigan State at 
Northwestern <L<vel 
•_ 10:00 
O *TJ CAGNEY B LACEY 
Cagney laars her professional in 
tegnty will be compromised if aha 
grants tar father an unusual favor 
6. I NATIONAL Cp 
|©OSSIE B RUBYIPrem 
arel A potpourri of works by 
American  writer*   producers  and 
directors in the 1800s. a poaai- 
bte h.gh court nominee receives a 
letter horn Booker T Washington 
condemning the political activitas 
of the camMate a wife Hosts 
Ossa Osvis and Ruby Dee. 
CJDNEWS 
10:2B 
QJOURNAL 
10:30 
SB Q) THREE WOMEN 
FILMMAKERS A porbart ot 
three mfluental European Nm- 
mafcars Margarathe Von Trotta 
Agnes Varda and Likana Cavern 
tB HCmlEYMOONERS 
11:00 
«OslSl«NEW8 
LATE   SHOW Hoat   Joan 
Riven In stereo 
O WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:06 
4V   OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
m DARK SHADOWS 
11:30 
(TAXI 
| SIMON B SIMON (R) 
TONIGHT   SHOW Guest 
host    Paine*   Duffy    Scheduled 
entertamor   Steve Alien   country 
singer Louae Mandrel In stereo 
8NIGHTLINE Q 
NATURE A study of the gr- 
ant saguaro cactus and its inter- 
action wrth the pkmta and anrmaki 
of tha American Southweet's 
Sonoran Oeaort Inatenso (Rig 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
• LATE SHOW Hoat Joan 
Rnara In stereo 
r 
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTfdC) MOVIE #*# Hard 
Choices' 119881 Mergeret 
Kktnck. Gery McCawy After be- 
comtftg •motionaty ewohrad with 
e Manage ckent lacmg hfe rmpra- 
onmem a socal worker at Torv 
neesee help! the boy e 
TUESDAY 
JANUARY 2 7   1887 
i * <ss > lytMiM 
EVEkHNG 
8:00 
JOSlBBNEWS 
PM MAGAZINE An over 
vaw of Fie. amgar Danny Coateeo 
bom FIJI 
(OCEAN US 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD ffi DIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
SCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
S) ABC NEWS Q 
S NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
QGET SMART 
O FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:O0 
QCBS NEWS 
Q COUNTRY REPORT 
m WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
80   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    Intervaw    with       LA 
Law   co star Susan Day 
S) NEWLYWEO GAME 
69    MACNEIL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD MOVIE * * The Ghosts Of 
Builey Hal i! 980i (Part 2 of 21 
Dick ONed. VKtor French The 
ghosts of the founders of a ma- 
lary academy forced to merge 
with a grls achool r»n the battle 
lo save (he school when a 
wealthy woman threatana rtt s> 
■stance A Wonderful World of 
Oanay presentation 
0 QlMME A BREAK I 
88 M«A"S"H 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Connecticut at Boston Col- 
lege (L<vel i Sub ac t to Wackoui I 
(TMC) MOVIE * * '1 Compro- 
mising Positions 11986) Sue en 
Sarendon Ravi Juka A bored 
housewife turn* amateur aksuth 
and iky* up some stertkng secret* 
whae mveiiigeimg the murder of 
her pheendsrng long Island dan- 
tat   R g 
7:30 
• PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Pacific paredae. aland rook: taan 
i leauiv JC0TA«0Y METHOWATCM:    EDU- 
CATION 
(OATINO GAME 
TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FO«T 
■ THREE 8 COMPANY 
•MM 
0 a WIZARD An ^n^^nrnv* 
youlli tuns   to   Smon lor   h*p 
wt—n ha Moacii that tm aewnot 
laarna* * a So<an apv 
0 FIFTH ESTATE A tapon on 
DM   aataly   and   raaabanv   of 
baokaaai lap bans. 
8 MATLOCK m .i.-i 
Join us for lunch; we've 
got just what you're 
looking for. Our dining 
room is open to the 
public daily from II am 
to 1:30pm. 
Banquet Catering & 
Meeting Rooms Available 
The 
ELKS CLUB 
m 
CtmpbtH HIS Rd. 
B£dS-kr}& 
Cal aat: 
352-214* 
< 
c°> a* 
* Priming 
• Typesetting 
Word Processing 
• Screen Priming 
• Trophies • Plsques 
Wedding Stationery' Flyers 
• Htfile Tickeu • Booklets 
• Photocopies 5«   • Programs 
Brochures' Envelopes 
• Labels • Postcards 
* Ad Specialties ' Business Cards* Posters 
117 EAST COURT STREET 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 4M02 
Hours 9:MM:30 Monday-Friday 
Phone (419) J52.-4Q68 
OPEM: 
rVm-Thun 6Man>9pm 
Fn 6»«n 10pm 
Sat oWn-IOpm 
Sun 8am 9pm 
MTU. Ha* 
3SM123 
(■adUVaratt/UBMl 
Saturday   Special 
Slenk & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Bullet 
plus choice of potato. 
U*= 
Call us about our 
Dairy Specials 352-0123 J 
sraai 
Friday/ January 23,1S87 12 
• WHO'S THE BOSS? 
Angela and Geoffrey ■ relationship 
•ppears f«MM lor the rocks g 
IB £Jf) NOVA Ouest-ons wtd 
I>v 'scent genet* studwa rnctutf- 
">g mans possible d.vW>m.m 
from   ■   single   ancestor   e>e   ea- 
.. i' •- ■ g 
0GUNSMOKE 
CD    NBA    BASKETBALL   0* 
won Pistons at San Anton* Spurs 
(Live! 
8:30 
0 GROWING PAINS Catol 
feels detected whan ha« boyfuend 
•art* to ask ha> to attand tha «*t- 
ter formal g 
9:O0 
O (D IE STATE OF THE 
UNION ADDRESS / DEMO- 
CRATIC RESPONSE Dva eov 
arege ol President Raagan a annu- 
al Siaia of tha Uraon address to a 
point session o> Congress News 
anaryx* end * 'ssponee dom tha 
Democieiic Patty will follow 
O STREET LEGAL Chock 
gives m to a premature midhfe en 
»i* and abandom hn practice 10 
back a young boxer. Carrie wins 
an acqumal >ot a prisoner accused 
of slayng a fallow inmate Guasi 
■lati Ron Whata 
ffi STATE OF THE UNION 
ADDRESS / DEMOCRATIC 
RESPONSE liva coverage ol 
Pres-dent Raagan t annual Staia 
of tha Union address to a jomt 
sess-on ol Congrass (Note at 
piasa time. ABC would either aa~ 
tha Democrat* taaponsa or regu- 
lar programming following tha ad- 
dress t 
• 0 FRONTLINE (Season 
Premiere) Th.s documaniary se- 
ries frfih saaaon begms with a 
•oak ai the spaca shuttle program 
James Rasion Jr reports on the 
problems and poetics besetting 
NASA Host Judy Woodruff g 
0 MOVIE The Dam Curse'' 
(19781 (Part 2 of 31 Jama* 
Coburn 
(E9PN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL Vraanove at Si John's 
(Live) (Subject lo btackoutl 
(IMCI MOVIE * M ' N~ 
Longshot 11986) Tim Conwey 
Jack Weston four hapteea gem 
biers become involved m a reca- 
lling scheme    PG-13' 
10:0O 
Q NATIONAL p 
0 IN THE FACE OF TER- 
RORISM Journebsit legulators 
end government officials explore 
how terrorism can be combated m 
a serruner. which begins with a 
hypothetical h.|ecfc.ng * tha MeoV 
larranean Panehsis include ABC 
News anchor Paler Jennings and 
former presidential press sec re 
tary Jody Powell (Part I of 4) 
tB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
(Season Premiere) Thn country 
music serwa Kicks off its I2lh 
season wilt. mult, award wmner 
Ronnie Mrfsep performing many of 
his hits including l) Was Almost 
like    e    Sung. Happy    Happy 
B'thdey Baby and PureLoue' 
In stereo 
10:26 
OJOURNAL 
10 30 
iTMCI MOVIE #**¥, Odd 
Man Out M947I jamas Mason 
Robert Newton A wounded Irish 
underground leader becomes the 
object of a massive manhunt 
11:00 
0O 00 0 0 NEWS 
0   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM 
SOARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Host   Joan 
Rrvera In stereo 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR 
11:30 
STAXI 
T.J. HOOKER (Rl 
TONIGHT    SHOW   Guest 
host   Jay lr.no   Scheduled      Hol- 
lywood Squares    host John Da 
wdson   In stereo 
0 NIGHTLINE Cp 
WEDNESDAY 
JANUARY 20. 1M7 
Cexe** • <MM v Dan ■* 
EVENING 
MO 
00 00 NEWS 
0    PM    MAGAZINE    Sw.m 
wear for 1987. a woman who's 
supposedly    the    world's   lea test 
tafkei 
0 PERKINS FAMILY Oad 
and Man compromrae. Ken is 
heed as a replacement srlter. Tra- 
cy doesn t share Mail's concern 
about his mother s boyfriend 
0 MACNEH / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© GD DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTS*. OOK 
fl:30 
SCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C? 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
©GET SMART 
QD FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7.00 
O CBS NEWS 
O ASBESTOS - WHO IS 
PAVING NOW? It s been ».. 
years since* Bentfti closed its 
plants m Windsor but the deadly 
asbestos dust ■* stai taking its 
ton Who s lesponsrbta' Who wll 
pay' 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT     Inter view     with     actor 
Oenrws Hopper I Blue Velvet   > 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0     MACNEIL       /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 MOVIE * * The Young 
Runaways (19781 (Part 1 of 21 
Gary Colkns. Anne Francis Out to 
reunite her brothers and sisters, e 
feisty 12'veet-oid must outwit 
her parents, the pokce. a TV news 
crew and the bank iobbmg own- 
ers of her treeer hrdeoul A 
Wonderful World of Disney" 
presentation 
©GIMME A BREAKI 
©M-A-S'H 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Georgetown at Providence 
(live) I Subject lo blackout) 
ITMCI MOVIE **H 
OARVi (19851 Mary Bath 
Hurt Michael McKeen Arm, off. 
car* seek to destroy the- latest 
spy weapon an 11 year old boy 
with a computemed brain who 
escape* fiom his labor a 
home  In stereo    PG  Q 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Swimmear      87.    huekey    power; 
Srmei    Ghanb     enjoys    ice    end 
anow. Fran Capo, worlds lasteat 
taster. 
O DANGER BAY Th« Roberta 
(amity and Dunbar are invited io a 
country resort for a free weekend 
and a much needed vacation g 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAXI 
$ DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
■too 
O   NEW   MIKE   HAMMER 
Hammer mvestigetes the apper 
ant surcida death of a mowe ear 
symbol 
O NATURE OF THINGS An 
aiammation mio how earthquakes 
are preckcted. the techniques jsed 
for making burJdmgs more quake- 
'esrstant. and an updated look at 
how tremors in the Pacific shook 
Meuco City (Rl g 
0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
lllnors at Indiana (Live) 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mark, posing as 
high school teethed hasp a o>- 
varse group ol students deal with 
tha trauma of the upcoming sen- 
ior prom In stereo g 
0 PERFECT STRANGERS 
Larry tries to determine the cause 
of Baku s msomma LJ 
0 0 GENERATION AT 
RISK Actor Sam Waterston and 
hrsi lady Nancy Raagan help de- 
scrrbe how 10 U S communiM 
h»f battled successfully egemtt 
suKide. drug abuae. pregnancy 
incomplete educations and other 
problems   impacting   teen egers 
0GUNSMOKE 
0 MOVIE **s> Topper 
(19371 Caty Grant Consiance 
Benneit The ghosts of a sophm. 
caled. Iun ktving marrred couple 
ietu>n io Earth to complicaia the 
kte of a wealthy man Color added 
by computer 
S:30 
0 HEAD OF THE CLASS in 
tetaciuel student Maria labs for 
tha captain of a rival school a ace 
demic team  g 
9:00 
O MOVIE Broken Vows 
(Premiere! Tummy Lee Jones. An- 
nette O Tooki A priest expenenc- 
es e crisis of ferth as he end a 
young women continue thee 
search for her artist boyft«nd S 
ksssr 
O MARKET PLACE A look 
mo the hazards of chaoren skat- 
njnics arenas which have high 
•ever* of carbon monoude caused 
by the eaheust fumes of ice cleen 
>ng machines and poor veniaat>on 
0 GIMME A BREAKI Joey 
develops a crush on Maggie In 
stereo g 
0 DYNASTY Krystle (ears that 
she s lost Blake to Alans. Amen 
da disappears but leaves letters 
tor Blake and Mtheet g 
0 GENERATION AT RISK 
FOLLOW-UP 
0 EYES ON THE PRIZE 
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS 
YEARS. 1064-1 BBS An a> 
emulation of two incidents central 
to the Southern steles battle 
with the federal government over 
school deeegregetion rune blacks 
by to enter LiUfe Rock (Ark ) Can- 
bat High School and James Mare 
ekih attempts to enroll ai the Um 
varsity ol Mississippi g 
O MOVIE The Oasn Curse 
(1978) (Part 3 of 3) Jemea 
Coburn 
6ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Memphis Stele at Louis 
visa (Live I 
(TMC) MOVIE **^ Re-Ani- 
mator 119851 Jaffrey Combe. 
Bruce Abbott H P loveaaft'a 
tale of a young scientist conduct- 
ing grisly experiments m an effort 
to revive the dead 
B30 
O MAN ALIVE A profea of 
76 year old Anna Keryes who for 
the pest 30 years, has opened her 
heart and her home lo e> cons 
teen age mothers, derafceta and 
others whom society has discard- 
ed or ditowned 
0 THE TORTELLIS Charlotte 
takes her smter s advice and fakes 
having an affair to make Pate 
asafous In stereo 
0 BOOYWATCH An e-enune- 
l«n  of   the  inlationfthe  between 
br*m chemistry end the so celled 
eckliclivn personality      Q 
lOOO 
8 NATIONAL Q 
ELVIS: ONE NIGHT 
WITH YOU Hare footage of 
Elvis perlornung with e smell 
group of musician friends reveals 
his warmth and megrc as he emga 
early hits that include Heartbreak 
Hotel 
0 ST ELSEWHERE Cre.g 
vents his frustration agemst John 
Doe No 6 Chandler clashes -nth 
en elderly farrvry doctor g 
0 HOTEL Dave becomes de- 
spondent upon learning that ha 
has (seed the bar sum. a career 
woman chooses between iwo 
men g 
0 EYES ON THE PRIZE: 
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS 
YEARS. 19114-1886 An -> 
emmetion of Iwo incidents central 
to i'-- Southern states battle 
wilh the federal government Over 
school desegregeiion rune Weeks 
try to enter Little Rock (Art ) Cen- 
tral High School and James Mare 
ckth attempts to enroM at the Uni- 
versity of Mississippi g 
QD ON STAGE AT WOLF 
TfLAP Maestro Gunther SchuUar 
leeds the New England Ragtime 
Ensemble through works by Scott 
Jopkn. James Scott and Joseph 
Lamb in uereo 
©NEWS 
10:26 
0 JOURNAL 
10:30 
0HONEYMOONERS 
11:0O 
OO000NEWS 
0 ART BEAT 
GD DARK SHADOWS 
0   LATE   SHOW Host   Joan 
Rivers    Scheduled     dogsieddng 
champion Susan Butcher   In star 
ffi WK HP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL:    19B0   FINAL   FOUR 
HIGHLIGHTS 
(TMC) MOVIE * # * |fj The 
Last Tycoon 119761 Robert De 
N*o. Jeanne Moreau Based on 
the story by I Scott Mrgereld A 
1930s  mov*  producer  becomes 
the brand of stars   the envy of 
power-hungry executives and the 
moat eligible bachelor in town 
PG 
THURSDAY 
JANUARY 2B. 1BB7 
6:00 
OO 0 0 NEWS 
0   PM    MAGAZINE   <   ■■   ■ 
Davis (   Amen '). a tour of Oubim 
and KAenny m keiend 
0OCEANU8 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© QD DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
0CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
SABC NEWS Q 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
©GET SMART 
© FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) NBA TOOAY 
7:0O 
Q CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with singer Ray 
Charkis 
0 NEWLYWEO GAME 
0    MACNEIL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0   MOVIE    **       The   Young 
Runaways    (19781 (Part 2 of 21 
©GIMME A BREAKI 
©M-A»S*H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)   MOVIE    #*>',     Test 
born     (19841   Ten   Garr.   Pater 
Welter    Despite  her   sons    warn 
mga. a dnrorced woman becomes 
evrorved with a charming, though 
latently   sinister   drrfter   who  uftt- 
matety   leers   the   lemily   apart 
PG 13 g 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Ckfton     Davis       Disney     wuard. 
Nunsense chef Bernard 
O GZOWSKI 8> CO. An IMaV- 
>new with John Gray - amger. 
writer composer actor stage o. 
recto novekst and creator of the 
musjcal The K.ng of FnrJay 
Night 
{JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
0 TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT 
©THREE'S COMPANY 
(EtPM)    AWA    CHAMPION- 
SHIP WRESTLING 
B:00 
O 0 SHELL GAME 
O LOST EMPIRES On h.> way 
to London for tha fust time   Rich- 
erd writes a lettar to Nancy EHra 
seakmg   en   explanation   lor   her 
behaviour whan she 'erected him 
in Plymouth   (Part 4 of 7) 
0 COSBY SHOW Theo s torn 
between two woman   Ckft roms 
Rudy for a spot of tea   In stereo 
IR)g 
0 OUR WORLD Stories from 
Jenuery March 1968 include the 
Tet Offensive m Vietnam, tha ef- 
fects ol the war and domestic 
protests    on    President    Lyndon 
Contemporary Cuts 
TO RID THE WINTER BLAHS! 
Get a style that's 
unique and totally you. 
Stop in today. 
All haircuts 
just $6. 
^^ MINI MALL 
]  Beauty Salon 
I       for appt coll 
^    \    352-7658 
Johnson, the heppre movement 
and acid rook, and the feat color 
caat of the Winter Otymprca via 
sateftte   from Grenoble.   Franca 
0 WtLO AMERICA SOImg 
nvekies withm the animal king- 
dom are shown to be fatal at 
trmes. when they concern rood. 
territory end affection  Q 
STHI8 OLD HOUSE Q 
COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
Purdue at Ohio State 
0 MOVIE *•• 
Westworld (IB73) Ywl 
Brynner Richard 6en|arr«n. An 
adult playground becomes a 
graveyard when the computer-run 
robots go berserk 
6:30 
0 FAMILY TIES In stereo Q 
0 ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S 
WORLD OF STRANGE 
POWER8 Topic strgmata. m 
which people cerry wounds 
resembkng those Buffered by 
Christ on the cross. 
0 WILD AMERICA The hab- 
ile of Pennsylvania s white tailed 
deer are used to study the impact 
01 and the controvsrsy sur- 
roundmg ■ game management m 
America LJ 
9:00 
O 0 SIMON   6   SIMON A 
Japanese rtvlkonarra instructs the 
Senons   to   work   with   a   parr   of 
women deieciivee to guard a set 
of samurai swords 
Q TO BE ANNOUNCED 
0 CHEERS In stereo Q 
0 THE COLBY8 Cash rs m se- 
rious  condition   after   being  shot 
SeWe end Franceses may both 
become brides egarn Q 
0    MYSTERYI      The   Secret 
Adversary        Tommy    and    Tup- 
pence ere not atone m thee pur- 
suit of the illusive woman who 
may hold the key to the missmg 
treety (Part 2 of 2) Q 
0 MAKING OP A CONTI- 
NENT  The greet  basm  and lava 
plains of Nevada. Idaho and Wyo- 
ming   areas with a violent geo- 
graphical peat and potanieaty vio- 
lent future IRICJ 
(ESPNl    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL    Duke    et    Georgia    Tech 
U-vel 
fTMO MOVIE * f* * Agatha 
11979. Vanessa Redgrave. Duetm 
Hoffmei. In London m 1928. an 
American reporter becomes in- 
volved will, 'amed mystery writer 
Ageihe CrVaMM who has Mi her 
unfaithful husband    PG' 
8:30 
8 COUNTRY CANADA 
NIGHT COURT 
10:00 
O    0   KNOTS   LANDING 
Sumner sets a trap to see who a 
oroken his computer coda    Penje 
refuses   to   go   home   with   her 
mother  LJ 
Q NATIONAL C? 
0 LA. LAW Kuiak defenda a 
child with a troubled meckcel peat 
>n a personal-injury Suit   In Stereo 
Rl 
0 20 / 20 Scheduled mter- 
wew w.th White Mouse spokes- 
man larry Speakas as he pre- 
pares tu leeve l»s tost for a rob m 
the pnvaie sector Q 
0 AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE The PrrnkgrouS He- 
key In this adaptation of The 
Lawrencevilie    Stones. '    Owen 
Johnson's takss about a turn o* 
Ihe-century prep school, tha 
manrpusatrve anirca of a student 
con artist result m a confrontation 
with the headmaster Stare Zach 
Gsfkgen and Edward Herrmann 
0 MYSTERYI The Secret 
Adversary Tommy and Tup- 
pence are not alone m thee pur- 
suit of the ibuftive woman who 
may hcHd the key 10 the mutiny 
treaty (Part 2 ol 21 g 
8 GUN SMOKE 
NEWS 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10:30 
0 HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
000 0)8) NEWS 
0 TIME OUT 
8 DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Host    Joan 
Rivers Scheduled actress J* Ire- 
land   comecben Denny Gene   In 
stereo 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Washesgton at UCIA (Live) 
(TMC) MOVIE * * '•> 'Compro- 
mising Poeitions (1966) Susan 
Sarendon Raut Juke A bored 
housewife turns amateur sleuth 
and digs up some stertkng secreta 
whea investigating the murder of 
her phrlendsrtng Long Island den- 
tist  n ij 
11:30 
O  'AXI 
0 NIGHT HEAT 
0   TONIGHT   SHOW   Guest 
host Garry Shandkng Scheduled 
actresses    Justine   Bateman   and 
Carrie Fisher   In stereo 
0 NIGHTLINE Q 
0 FRONTLINE (Seeson Pram 
•ere)   This   documentary   series 
fifth seeson begms with a look at 
the space shuttle program. James 
Reston jr   reports on the prob- 
lams and poshes besetting NASA 
Ho* i Judy Woodruff EJ 
© NIG+fTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
O LATE SHOW Host Joan 
Rrvers Scheduled actress J* Ire 
land comeeken Danny Gens In 
stereo 
11:38 
Q MOVIE ** . Thp 
Screaming Woman (1972lCsrvta 
de Havaiand. Joseph Cot ten Re 
turning home etler treatment for a 
mental breakdown, a woman 
senses that someone is buried 
skve on the grounds of her estate 
12:00 
OKOJAK 
0 DUKES OF HA2ZAR0 
0 MOVIE * * Web Of The 
Spider (1970) Anthony francro- 
sa   Michele Mercrer 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VIO LETTER MAN Scheduled 
com* Sandra Bernhard. Jack 
Henna of the Columbus (Ohio! 
Zoo In stereo 
Movie flefinge 
Outttandevj * * * * 
Facessnt , ***« 
Very Good     *** 
Good      **   -. 
Not Bad ** 
Fur * VI 
Poor       * 
57 days 'til 
Spring Break! 
